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Abstract. We give a unified approach to the Isomorphism Conjecture of Farrell and Jones on the
algebraicK- andL-theory of integral group rings and to the Baum–Connes Conjecture on the
topologicalK-theory of reducedC∗-algebras of groups. The approach is through spectra over the
orbit category of a discrete groupG. We give several points of view on the assembly map for a
family of subgroups and characterize such assembly maps by a universal property generalizing the
results of Weiss and Williams to the equivariant setting. The main tools are spaces and spectra over
a category and their associated generalized homology and cohomology theories, and homotopy
limits.
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0. Introduction

Glen Bredon [5] introduced theorbit categoryOr(G) of a groupG. Objects are
homogeneous spacesG/H , considered as leftG-sets, and morphisms areG-maps.
This is a useful construct for organizing the study of fixed sets and quotients ofG-
actions. IfG acts on a setX, there is the contravariant fixed point functor Or(G) −→
SETS given byG/H 7→ XH = mapG(G/H,X) and the covariant quotient space
functor Or(G) −→ SETS given byG/H 7→ X/H = X×G G/H . Bredon used the
orbit category to define equivariant cohomology theory and to develop equivariant
obstruction theory.

Examples of covariant functors from the orbit category of a discrete groupG

to Abelian groups are given by algebraicK-theoryKi(ZH), algebraicL-theory
Li(ZH), and theK-theoryK top

i (C∗r (H)) of the reducedC∗-algebra ofH . In Section
2, we express each of these as the composite of a functor Or(G) −→ SPECTRA
with the ith homotopy group. We use these functors to give a clean formulation
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of some of the main conjectures of high-dimensional topology: the Isomorphism
Conjecture of Farrell–Jones [15] (which implies the Borel/Novikov Conjecture) and
the Baum–Connes Conjecture in the case of discrete groups.

Our motivation was in part to obtain such a formulation and in part to set the stage
for explicit computations based on isomorphism conjectures. We give computations
ofK- andL-groups of group rings in a separate paper [8]. Our formulation is used by
Kimberly Pearson [27] to show that the Whitehead group Wh(G)and the reducedK0-
groupK̃0(ZG) vanish for two-dimensional crystallographic groups. We also hope
our formulations will prove useful in the further study of isomorphism conjectures
and in the related study of manifolds admitting metrics of positive scalar curvature.

Sections 1, 3, 4 and 7 contain foundational background, independent of assembly
maps and algebraicK-theory. Section 2 is devoted toK-theory, and Sections 5 and 6
to assembly maps. More precisely, in Section 1 we discuss the adjointness of mapping
spaces and tensor (or balanced) products over a category, as well as the notions of
spaces and spectra over a category. In Section 2, we define our three main examples
of Or(G)-spectra:K alg, L , andK top. (These are all nonconnective spectra; they have
homotopy groups in negative dimensions.) They are all defined by first assigning to
an objectG/H , the transformation groupoidG/H , whose objects are elements of
G/H , and whose morphisms are given by multiplication by a group element, and
then assigning a spectrum to a groupoid. In theK top-case there is an intermediate
step of considering theC∗-category of a groupoid and a spectrum of aC∗-category,
derived from Bott periodicity.

In Section 3 we discuss freeCW -complexes over a categoryC, the universal
freeCW -complexEC over a categoryC, and homotopy (co)-limitsEC ⊗C X of a
C-spaceX. The ideas here are well-known to the experts (see, e.g., [11]), but our
approach, relying on homological methods and avoiding simplicial methods, may
appeal to an algebraist. By approximating aC-spaceX by a freeC-CW -complex,
we define in Section 4 homologyH C∗ (X;E) and cohomologyH ∗C (X;E) of a space
X with coefficients in aC-spectrumE. We give an Atiyah–Hirzebruch type spectral
sequence for these theories.

With regard to the assembly maps arising in the Isomorphism Conjectures, we give
three points of view in Section 5. LetF be a family of subgroups ofG, closed under
taking subgroups and conjugation. LetE: Or(G) −→ SPECTRA be a covariant
functor. We define a functor

E%:G-SPACES−→ SPECTRA

by settingE%(X) = (G/H −→ XH)+⊗Or(G)E. Thenπ∗(E%(X)) is an equivariant
homology theory in the sense of Bredon [5]. LetE(G,F) be the classifying space
for a family of subgroups ofG, i.e. it is aG-CW -complex so thatE(G,F)H is
contractible for subgroupsH in F and is empty forH not inF . The map

π∗E%(E(G,F)) −→ π∗E%(G/G)
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given by applyingE% to the constant map and then taking homotopy groups is called
the (E,F,G)-assembly map.We say the(E,F,G)-isomorphism conjectureholds
if the (E,F,G)-assembly map is an isomorphism. WhenF = VC, the family of
virtual cyclic subgroups ofG, (i.e.H ∈ VC if and only ifH has a cyclic subgroup
of finite index), the isomorphism conjectures of Farrell–Jones [15] for algebraic
K- andL-theory are equivalent to the(K alg,VC,G)- and(L ,VC,G)-isomorphism
conjectures, whereK alg andL (= L 〈−∞〉) are Or(G)-spectra associated to algebra-
ic K- andL-theories. WhenF = FIN , the family of finite subgroups ofG, and
K top is the Or(G)-spectra associated with theK-theory ofC∗-algebras, then the
(K top,FIN ,G)-Isomorphism Conjecture is equivalent to the Baum–Connes Con-
jecture for the discrete groupG (see Section 5). WhenF = 1, the family consisting
only of the trivial subgroup ofG, then the(K alg, 1,G), (L , 1,G), and(K top, 1,G)-
assembly maps can be identified with mapsH∗(BG;K alg(Z)) −→ K∗(ZG),
H∗(BG; L(Z)) −→ L∗(ZG), andH∗(BG;K top(C)) −→ K

top
∗ (C∗r G).

We give three variant ways of expressing the(E,F,G)-assembly map: by approx-
imatingE by E% as above, in terms of homotopy colimits, and in terms of a gener-
alized homology theory over a category. The first definition is the quickest and leads
to an axiomatic characterization; the last two are well-suited for computations.

Let Or(G,F) be the restricted orbit category, where the objects areG/H with
H ∈ F . The(E,F,G)-assembly map is equivalent to the map

π∗(hocolim
Or(G,F)

E) −→ π∗(hocolim
Or(G)

E)

induced by the inclusion of the restricted orbit category in the full orbit category.
SinceE(G,F) is only defined up toG-homotopy type, it is natural for us to define
homotopy limits and colimits as a homotopy type, rather than a fixed space or spectra;
we take this approach in Section 3.

Given a familyF of subgroups ofG, define the Or(G)-space{∗}F to be the
functor which sendsG/H to a point ifH is in F and to the empty set otherwise.
Let {∗} be the trivial Or(G)-space, which sendsG/H to a point for allH . The third
point of view is to identify the(E,F,G)-assembly map with the map

HOr(G)
∗ ({∗}F ;E) −→ HOr(G)

∗ ({∗};E)
induced by the inclusion map of Or(G)-spaces,{∗}F −→ {∗}.

Section 6 gives a characterization of assembly maps, generalizing that of Weiss–
Williams [42] to the equivariant setting. Associated to a homotopy invariant functor

E:G-SPACES−→ SPECTRA,

we define a new functor

E%:G-SPACES−→ SPECTRA,

and a natural transformation

A: E% −→ E,
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whereA(G/H) is a homotopy equivalence for all orbitsG/H . HereE% is the ‘best
approximation’ ofE by an excisive functor, in particularπ∗(E%(X)) is an equivariant
homology theory. WhenE(X) = K alg(5(EG×G X)) where5 is the fundamental
groupoid, then the mapπ∗(A(E(G,F))) is equivalent to the(K alg,F,G)-assembly
map. (We defineK alg of a groupoid in Section 2.) An analogous statement holds for
L-theory and for the topologicalK-theory ofC∗-algebras. This gives a fourth point
of view on assembly maps.

In Section 7 we make explicit the correspondence betweenG-spaces and Or(G)-
spaces which has been implicit throughout the paper.

We thank Erik Pedersen for warning us about two pitfalls related to the spectra
of algebraicK- andL-theory and Stephan Stolz for discussions on the material of
Section 2.

1. Spaces and Spectra over a Category

This section gives basic definitions and examples of spaces and spectra over a small
(discrete) categoryC and discusses the adjointness of the tensor product and mapping
space. Our main example forC is due to Bredon [5]:

DEFINITION 1.1. LetG be a group andF be afamily of subgroups, i.e. a non-
empty set of subgroups ofG closed under taking conjugates and subgroups. The
orbit categoryOr(G) has as objects homogeneousG-spacesG/H and as morphisms
G-maps. Theorbit categoryOr(G,F) with respect toF is the full subcategory of
Or(G) consisting of those objectsG/H for whichH belongs toF . 2

Examples of families areF = {H ⊂ G | XH 6= ∅} for aG-spaceX, the finite sub-
groups ofG, and the virtually cyclic subgroups ofG. Notice that the automorphism
group of an objectG/H can be identified with the Weyl groupW(H) = N(H)/H .
Furthermore, ifH is finite, then any endomorphism ofG/H is invertible, but not
in general [23, Lemma 1.31 on page 22]. We will always work in the category of
compactly generated spaces (see [37] and [43, I.4]).

DEFINITION 1.2. A covariant(contravariant) C-spaceX over the categoryC is a
covariant (contravariant) functor

X: C −→ SPACES

from C into the category of compactly generated spaces. A map betweenC-spaces
is a natural transformation of such functors. GivenC-spacesX andY , denote by
homC(X, Y ) the space of maps ofC-spaces fromX to Y with the subspace topology
coming from the obvious inclusion into

∏
c∈Ob(C) map(X(c), Y (c)). 2

Likewise we can define aC-set and anRC-module. For a ringR, aRC-module is
a functorM from C to the category ofR-modules. For twoRC-modulesM andN
of the same variance, homRC(M,N) is the Abelian group of natural transformations
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fromM toN . We can form kernels and cokernels, so the category ofRC-modules is
an Abelian category, and thus one can use homological algebra to studyRC-modules
(see [23]).

LetG be a group. Let 1 be the family consisting of precisely one element, namely
the trivial group. Then Or(G, 1) is a category with a single object, andG can be
identified with the set of morphisms by sendingg ∈ G to the automorphismG/1−→
G/1 which mapsg′ tog′g−1. A covariant (contravariant) Or(G, 1)-space is the same
as a left (right)G-space. Maps of Or(G, 1)-spaces correspond toG-maps. For a
different example of an orbit category, letZp be the cyclic group of orderp for a prime
numberp. A contravariant Or(Zp)-spaceY is specified by aZp-spaceY (Zp/{1}), a
spaceY (Zp/Zp), and a mapY (Zp/Zp) −→ Y (Zp/{1})Zp .

EXAMPLE 1.3. LetY be a leftG-space andF be a family of subgroups. Define the
associatedcontravariantOr(G,F)-spacemapG(−, Y ) by

mapG(−, Y ): Or(G,F) −→ SPACES G/H 7→ mapG(G/H, Y ) = YH . 2

The tensor product of a contravariantC-space with a covariantC space yields a
topological space.

DEFINITION 1.4. LetX be a contravariant andY be a covariantC-space. Define
their tensor productto be the space

X ⊗C Y =
∐

c∈Ob(C)
X(c)× Y (c)/ ∼

where∼ is the equivalence relation generated by(xφ, y) ∼ (x, φy) for all mor-
phismsφ: c −→ d in C and pointsx ∈ X(d) andy ∈ Y (c). Herexφ stands for
X(φ)(x) andφy for Y (φ)(y). 2

The tensor product and the hom space are called the coend and end constructions
in category theory [24, pages 219 and 222]. A lot of well-known constructions are
special cases of it.

Recall that the category of covariant (contravariant) Or(G, 1)-spaces is the cate-
gory of left (right)G-spaces. The balanced productX ×G Y of a rightG-spaceX
and of a leftG-spaceY can be identified with the tensor productX⊗Or(G,1) Y . The
mapping space mapG(X, Y ) of two left (right)G-spacesX andY can be identified
with homOr(G,1)(X, Y ).

The main property of the tensor product is the following.

LEMMA 1.5. LetX be a contravariantC-space,Y be a covariantC-space andZ
be a space. Denote bymap(Y, Z) the obvious contravariantC-space whose value
at an objectc is the mapping spacemap(Y (c), Z). Then there is a homeomorphism
natural inX, Y andZ

T = T (X, Y,Z): map(X ⊗C Y,Z) −→ homC(X,map(Y, Z))
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Proof. We only indicate the definition ofT . Given a mapg:X ⊗C Y −→ Z,
we have to specify for each objectc in C a mapT (g)(c):X(c) −→ map(Y (c), Z).
This is the same as specifying a mapX(c)× Y (c) −→ Z which is defined to be the
composition ofg with the obvious map fromX(c)× Y (c) toX ⊗C Y . 2

In particular, Lemma 1.5 says that for a fixed covariantC-spaceY the functor
–⊗CY from the category of contravariantC-spaces to the category of spaces and
the functor map(Y,−) from the category of spaces to the category of contravariant
C-spaces are adjoint. Similarly ifN is a covariantRC-module, then there is adjoint
to homRC(N,−), namely the tensor product ofRC-modules− ⊗RC N (see [10, p.
79], [23, p. 166]). Many properties of these products can be proven via the adjoint
property, rather than referring back to the definition. These products are reminiscent
of the analogous situation of a rightR-moduleX, a leftR-moduleY and an Abelian
groupZ, the tensor productX ⊗R Y , theR-module homZ(Y, Z). Here there is a
natural adjoint isomorphism

homZ(X ⊗R Y,Z) −→ homR(X, homZ(Y, Z)).

LEMMA 1.6. Let X be a space and letY andZ be covariant (contravariant)C-
spaces. LetX × Y be the obvious covariant (contravariant)C-space. There is a
homeomorphism, natural inX, Y , andZ

T (X, Y,Z): homC(X × Y,Z) −→ map(X, homC(Y, Z)). 2

EXAMPLE 1.7. LetD be the category of finite-ordered sets, i.e. for each nonnegative
integerp we have an object [p] = {0, 1, . . . , p} and morphisms are monotone
increasing functions. Asimplicial spaceX. is by definition a contravariantD-space
and acosimplicial spaceis a covariantD-space. Asimplicial setis a contravariantD-
set. It can be considered as a simplicial space by using the discrete topology. Define a
covariantD-space1. by assigning to [p] the standardp-simplex and to a monotone
function the obvious simplicial map. Given a topological spaceY , the associated
simplicial setS.Y is given by map(1., Y )d . (The subscriptd indicates that we equip
this mapping space with the discrete topology, in contrast to the usual convention.)
Thegeometric realization|X.| of a simplicial spaceX. is the spaceX.⊗D 1.. The
geometric realization of a simplicial set has the structure of aCW -complex where
each nondegeneratep-simplex corresponds to ap-cell.

We get from Lemma 1.5 that these two functors are adjoint, i.e. for a simplicial
spaceX. and a spaceY there is a natural homeomorphism

T (X., Y ): map(|X.|, Y ) −→ homD(X., S.Y ).

In particular, we get for a spaceY the natural map given by the adjoint of the identity
onS.Y

t (Y ): |S.Y | −→ Y
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which is known to be a weak homotopy equivalence. Hencet (Y ) is a functorial
construction of aCW -approximation of the spaceY . For more information about
simplicial spaces and sets we refer, for instance, to [4, 7, 22, 25]. 2

Next we introduce spectra over a categoryC. Let SPACES+ be the category of
pointed spaces. Recall that objects are compactly generated spacesX with base
points for which the inclusion of the base point is a cofibration and morphisms are
pointed maps. We define the category SPECTRA of spectra as follows. Aspectrum
E = {(E(n), σ (n)) | n ∈ Z} is a sequence of pointed spaces{E(n) | n ∈ Z} together
with pointed maps calledstructure mapsσ(n):E(n)∧ S1 −→ E(n+1). A (strong)
mapof spectra (sometimes also called function in the literature)f : E −→ E′ is a
sequence of mapsf (n):E(n) −→ E′(n) which are compatible with the structure
mapsσ(n), i.e. we havef (n+1) ◦σ(n) = σ ′(n) ◦ (f (n) ∧ idS1

)
for all n ∈ Z. This

should not be confused with the notion of map of spectra in the stable category (see
[1, III.2]). Recall that the homotopy groups of a spectrum are defined by

πi(E) = colimk→∞πi+k(E(k))

where the systemπi+k(E(k)) is given by the composition

πi+k(E(k))
S→ πi+k+1(E(k) ∧ S1)

σ(k)∗−−−→ πi+k+1(E(k + 1))

of the suspension homomorphism and the homomorphism induced by the structure
map. A weak homotopy equivalenceof spectra is a mapf : E −→ F of spectra
inducing an isomorphism on all homotopy groups. A spectrumE is called�-spectrum
if for each structure map, its adjointE(n) −→ �E(n + 1) = map(S1, E(n +
1)) is a weak homotopy equivalence of spaces. We denote by�-SPECTRA the
corresponding full subcategory ofSPECTRA.

A pointedC-space, resp. aC-spectrum, resp.C-�-spectrum, is a functor from
C to SPACES+, resp. SPECTRA, resp.�-SPECTRA. We have introduced tensor
product ofC-spaces in Definitions 1.4 and mapping spaces ofC-spaces in Definition
1.2. These notions extend to pointed spaces, one simply has to replace disjoint unions∐

and Cartesian products
∏

by wedge products∨and smash products∧and mapping
spaces by pointed mapping spaces. All the adjunction properties remain true. Any
C-spaceX determines a pointedC-spaceX+ = X∐{∗} by adjoining a base point.
Here{∗} denotes aC-space which assigns to any object a single point. It is called the
trivial C-space.

A C-spectrumE can also be thought of as a sequence{E(n) | n ∈ Z} of pointedC-
spaces and the structure maps as maps of pointedC-spaces. With this interpretation it
is obvious what thetensor product spectrumX⊗CE of a contravariant pointedC-space
and a covariantC-spectrum means. The canonical associativity homeomorphisms

(X ⊗C E(n)) ∧ S1 −→ X ⊗C (E(n) ∧ S1)

are used in order to define the structure maps. It is given on representatives by sending
(x⊗Ce)∧z tox⊗C (e∧z). More abstractly, it is induced by the following composition
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of natural bijections coming from various adjunctions whereZ is a pointed space

map
(
(X ⊗C E(n)) ∧ S1, Z

)
−→ map

(
X ⊗C E(n),map(S1, Z)

)
−→

homC
(
X,map

(
E(n),map(S1, Z)

))
−→ homC

(
X,map(E(n) ∧ S1, Z)

)
−→ map(X ⊗C (E(n) ∧ S1), Z).

Similarly one defines themapping space spectrumhomC(X,E) of a pointedC-space
X and aC-spectrumE using the canonical map of pointed spaces (which is not a
homeomorphism in general)

homC(X,E(n)) ∧ S1 −→ homC(X,E(n) ∧ S1).

This map assigns toφ ∧ z the map ofC-spaces fromX to E(n) ∧ S1 which sends
x ∈ X(c) to φ(c)(x) ∧ z ∈ E(n)(c) ∧ S1 for c ∈ Ob(C).

A homotopy of maps of spectrafk: E −→ F is a map of spectrah: [0, 1]+∧E −→
F whose composition with the inclusionik: E −→ [0, 1]+ ∧ E, e 7→ k ∧ e is fk
for k = 0, 1.

Let C andD be two categories. AC-D-spaceis a covariantC × Dop-space where
Dop is the opposite ofD which has the same objects asD and is obtained by reversing
the direction of all arrows inD. This is the analogue of aR-S-bimodule for two rings
R andS. LetF : C −→ D be a covariant functor. We get aD-C-space morD(F (?), ??)
where we use the discrete topology on the set of morphisms. Here ? is the variable in
C and ?? is the variable inD. Analogously one defines aC-D-space morD(??, F (?)).

DEFINITION 1.8. Given a covariant (resp. contravariant)C-spaceX, define the
induction ofX with F to be the covariant (resp. contravariant)D-space

F∗X = morD(F (?), ??)⊗C X

respectively

F∗X = X ⊗C morD(??, F (?))

and thecoinduction ofX with F to be the covariant (resp. contravariant)D-space

F!X = homC(morD(??, F (?)), X)

respectively

F!X = homC(morD(F (?), ??), X).

Given a covariant (contravariant)D-spaceY , definethe restriction ofY withF to be
the covariant (contravariant)C-spaceF ∗Y = Y ◦ F . 2

There are corresponding definitions forC-sets andRC-modules (see [10, p. 80],
[23, p. 166] for induction of modules). For example, ifM is a covariantRC-module,
thenF∗M = RmorD(F (?), ??)⊗RCM, where for a setS the notationRS is the free
R-module generated by the setS. The key properties of (co)-induction and restriction
are the following adjoint properties.
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LEMMA 1.9. There are natural adjunction homeomorphisms

homD(F∗X, Y ) −→ homC(X, F
∗Y );

homC(F
∗X, Y ) −→ homD(X, F!Y );

F∗X ⊗D Y −→ X ⊗C F
∗Y ;

Y ⊗D F∗X −→ F ∗Y ⊗C X;
for a C-spaceX andD-spaceY of the required variance.

Proof. Notice for a covariantD-spaceY that there are natural homeomorphisms
of covariantC-spaces

morD(??, F (?))⊗D Y −→ F ∗Y −→ homD (morD(F (?), ??), Y )

and analogously for contravariantY . Now the claim follows from the adjointness of
tensor product and hom and the associativity of tensor product. 2

2. K- and L-Theory Spectra over the Orbit Category

In this section we construct the main examples of spectra over the orbit category

K alg: Or(G) −→ �-SPECTRA,

L : Or(G) −→ �-SPECTRA,

K top: Or(G) −→ �-SPECTRA.

These functors are necessary for the statements of the various Isomorphism Conjec-
tures. First we outline what we would naively like to do, explain why this does not
work and then give the details of the correct construction.

The three functors defined over the orbit category will be related to the more
classical functors

K alg: RINGS−→ �-SPECTRA,

L : RINGSinv −→ �-SPECTRA,

K top:C∗-ALGEBRAS−→ �-SPECTRA,

where RINGSinv is the category of rings with involution. The classical functors were
defined by Gersten [17] and Wagoner [39] for algebraicK-theory, by Quinn–Ranicki
[33] for algebraicL-theory, and by using Bott periodicity forC∗-algebras (see [40]
for a discussion of Bott periodicity forC∗-algebras and also the end of this section
for a functorial approach). The homotopy groups of these spectra give the algebraic
K-groups of Quillen–Bass, the surgery obstructionL-groups of Wall, and the topo-
logicalK-groups ofC∗-algebras. These are all nonconnective spectra; the homotopy
groups in negative dimensions are nontrivial. InL-theory our notation is an abbre-
viation for L = L 〈j 〉 for j ∈ Z q {−∞}, j < 2, where the superscript refers to
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theK-theory allowed. We would like our functors defined on the orbit category to
have the property that the spectraK alg(G/H), L(G/H) andK top(G/H) have the
weak homotopy type of the spectraK alg(ZH), L(ZH) andK top(C∗r H), respective-
ly, whereZH is the integral group ring andC∗r H is the reducedC∗-algebra ofH
(see [29] for a definition). We would also like our functor to be correct on mor-
phisms. Notice that a morphism fromG/H toG/K is given by right multiplication
rg: G/H −→ G/K, g′H 7→ g′gK providedg ∈ G satisfiesg−1Hg ⊂ K. The
induced homomorphismcg: H −→ K,h 7→ g−1hg gives a map of rings (with
involution) from ZH to ZK, and, at least if the index ofcg(H) in K is finite, a
map on reducedC∗-algebras. We would like the functors applied to the morphism
rg in the orbit category to match up with the ‘classical’ functors on rings, rings with
involution, andC∗-algebras.

The naive approach is defineK alg(G/H), L(G/H) andK top(G/H) as the spec-
tra K alg(ZH), L(ZH) andK top(C∗r H), respectively. This definition works fine for
objects, but fails for morphisms. The problem is thatg in cg is not unique, because
for any k ∈ K, clearly g andgk define the same morphism in the orbit catego-
ry. Hence this definition makes sense only ifck:K −→ K induces theidentity
on the various spectra associated toK. This is actually true on the level of homo-
topy groups, but not on the level of the spectra themselves. However, it is important
to construct these functors for spectra and not only for homotopy groups of spec-
tra in order to deal with assembly maps and the various Isomorphism Conjectures.
Thus we must thicken up the spectra. The problems with constructing the functor
K top:C∗-ALGEBRAS−→ �-SPECTRA are particularly involved. P. Baum and J.
Block, and P. Baum and G. Comezana have approaches to this construction, quite
different from ours.

The general strategy for a solution of this problem is the following. Let
GROUPOIDS be the category of (discrete) groupoids with functors of groupoids
as morphisms. (A groupoid is a small category, all of whose morphisms are iso-
morphisms.) Let GROUPOIDSinj be the subcategory consisting of those functors
F : G0 −→ G1 which are faithful, i.e. for any two objectsx, y in G0 the induced
map morG0(x, y) −→ morG1(F (x), F (y)) is injective. In the first step one defines a
covariant functor

GR: Or(G) −→ GROUPOIDSinj

from the orbit category to the category of groupoids as follows. A leftG-setS defines
a groupoidS̄ where Ob(S̄) = S and fors, t ∈ S, mor(s, t) = {g ∈ G | gs = t}. The
composition law is given by group multiplication. Obviously a map of leftG-sets
defines a functor of the associated groupoids. The categoryG/H is equivalent to the
category Or(H, 1) = H and henceG/H can serve as a substitute for the subgroup
H .

Next one extends the definition of the algebraicK- andL-theory spectra of the
integral group ring of a group and the topologicalK-theory spectrum of the reduced
C∗-algebra of a group to the category of groupoids. The composition of this extension
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with the functorGR above yields covariant functors from the orbit category to the
category of spectra. We will see that their value at each objectG/H is homotopy
equivalent to the corresponding spectrum associated toH . The main effort is now
to construct these extensions to the category of groupoids, which will be denoted in
the same way as the three functors we want to construct:

K alg: GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA,

L : GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA,

K top: GROUPOIDSinj −→ �-SPECTRA.

For this purpose we must introduce some additional structures on categories. Recall
that a categoryC is small if the objects inC form a set and for any two objectsx and
y the morphisms fromx to y form a set. In the sequel all categories are assumed to
be small. We will recall and introduce additional structures onC.

Let R be a commutative ring with unit. We callC a R-categoryif for any two
objectsx and y the set morC(x, y) of morphisms fromx to y carries the struc-
ture of aR-module such that composition induces aR-bilinear map morC(x, y) ×
morC(y, z) −→ morC(x, z) for all objectsx, y andz in C.

Suppose thatR comes with an involution of ringsR −→ R, r 7→ r̄. AR-category
with involutionis aR-categoryC with a collection of maps

∗x,y : morC(x, y) −→ morC(y, x) x, y,∈ Ob(C)
such that the following conditions are satisfied:

1. ∗x,y(λ · f + µ · g) = λ̄ · ∗x,y(f ) + µ̄ · ∗x,y(g) for all λ,µ ∈ R, objects
x, y ∈ Ob(C), and morphismsf, g: x −→ y;

2. ∗x,y ◦ ∗y,x = id for all objectsx, y ∈ Ob(C);
3. ∗x,z(g ◦ f ) = ∗x,y(f ) ◦ ∗y,z(g) for all x, y, z ∈ Ob(C) and all morphisms
f : x −→ y andg: y −→ z.

In the sequel we abbreviate∗x,y(f ) by f ∗. In this notation the conditions above
become(λf + µg)∗ = λ̄f ∗ + µ̄g∗, (f ∗)∗ = f and(g ◦ f )∗ = f ∗ ◦ g∗.

We call aR-category (with involution) anadditiveR-category(with involution)
if it possesses a sum⊕ and the obvious compatibility conditions with theR-module
structures (and the involution) on the morphisms are fulfilled.

The notion of aC∗-category was defined by Ghez–Lima–Roberts [18] and we
give the definition below in our language. Equip the complex numbers with the
involution of rings given by complex conjugation. AC∗-categoryC is aC-category
with involution such that for each two objectsx, y ∈ Ob(C) there is a norm‖ ‖x,y
on each complex vector space morC(x, y) such that the following conditions are
satisfied:

1. (morC(x, y), ‖ ‖x,y) is a Banach space for all objectsx, y ∈ Ob(C);
2. ‖g◦f ‖x,z < ‖g‖y,z·‖f ‖x,y for allx, y, z ∈ Ob(C)and all morphismsf : x −→ y

andg: y −→ z;
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3. ‖f ∗ ◦ f ‖x,x = ‖f ‖2x,y for all x, y ∈ Ob(C) and all morphismsf : x −→ y;
4. For everyf ∈ morC(x, y), there is ag ∈ morC(x, x) so thatf ∗ ◦ f = g∗ ◦ g.

In the sequel we abbreviate‖f ‖x,y by ‖f ‖ and we will consider aC∗-category
as a topological category by equipping the set of objects with the discrete topology
and the set morC(x, y) with the topology which is induced by the norm.

EXAMPLE 2.1. LetC be a category with precisely one objectx. Then the structure
of aR-category onC gives morC(x, x) the structure of a centralR-algebra with unit
idx . The additional structure of an involution is given by a map∗: morC(x, x) −→
morC(x, x) satisfying:

∗ (λ · f + µ · g) = λ̄ · ∗(f )+ µ̄ · ∗(g),
∗ ◦∗ = id and ∗ (g ◦ f ) = ∗(f ) ◦ ∗(g).

The structure of aC∗-category onC is the same as the structure of aC∗-algebra on
the set morC(x, x) with idx as unit. The structure of a topological category onC is
the structure of a topological space on morC(x, x) such that composition defines a
continuous map. 2

Next we construct from a category (for example, a groupoid) other categories with
the structures described above. Given a categoryC, theassociatedR-categoryRC
has the same objects asC and its morphism set morRC(x, y) from x to y is given by
the freeR-moduleRmorC(x, y) generated by the set morC(x, y). The composition is
induced by the composition inC in the obvious way. Notice that the functorC 7→ RC
is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor from the category ofR-categories to the
category of small categories.

LetG be a groupoid andR a commutative ring with unit and involution. ThenRG
inherits the structure of aR-category with involution by defining

 r∑
i=1

λifi


∗ :=

r∑
i=1

λ̄f−1
i .

Next we explain how the category with involutionCG can be completed to aC∗-
categoryC∗r G. It will have the same objects asG. Consider two objectsx, y ∈ Ob(G).
If morG(x, y) is empty, put morC∗r G(x, y) = 0. Suppose that morG(x, y) is nonempty.
Choose some objectz ∈ Ob(G) such that morG(z, x) is nonempty, for instance one
could choosez = x. For a setS let l2(S) be the Hilbert space withS as Hilbert basis.
Define aC-linear map

ix,y;z: CmorG(x, y) −→ B(l2(morG(z, x)), l
2(morG(z, y)))

by sendingf ∈ morG(x, y) to the bounded operator froml2(morG(z, x)) to
l2(morG(z, y)) given by composition withf . On the target ofix,y;z we have the
operator norm‖ ‖. Define:

‖u‖x,y := ‖ix,y;z(u)‖ for u ∈ morCG(x, y) = C morG(x, y).
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One easily checks that this norm‖ ‖x,y is independent of the choice ofz. The
Banach space of morphisms inC∗r G from x to y is the completion of morCG(x, y)
with respect to the norm‖ ‖x,y . We will denote the induced norm on the completion
morC∗r G(x, y) again by‖ ‖x,y and sometimes abbreviate by‖ ‖. One easily checks
that∗x,y : morCG(x, y) −→ morCG(y, x) is an isometry since it is compatible with
applying the mapsix,y;z and iy,x;z and taking adjoints of operators. Therefore it
induces an isometry denoted in the same way

∗x,y : morC∗r G(x, y) −→ morC∗r G(y, x).

Composition defines aC-bilinear map morCG(x, y)×morCG(y, z) −→ morCG(x, z)
which satisfies‖g ◦ f ‖x,z < ‖g‖y,z · ‖f ‖x,y . Hence it induces a map on the comple-
tions

morC∗r G(x, y)×morC∗r G(y, z) −→ morC∗r G(x, z)

with the same inequality for the norms. This is the composition inC∗r G. One easily
verifies thatC∗r G satisfies all the axioms of aC∗-category.

EXAMPLE 2.2. LetG be a group. It defines a groupoidG with one object andG
as its automorphism group. ThenRG is just the group ringRG andC∗r G is just the
reduced groupC∗-algebraC∗r G under the identifications of Example 2.1. 2

The assignment of aC∗-categoryC∗r G to a groupoidG gives a functor

C∗r : GROUPOIDSinj −→ C∗-CATEGORIES,

where C∗-CATEGORIES is the category of smallC∗-categories. The inj-
condition that a functorF : G0 −→ G1 is faithful is used to guarantee that
the map morCG0(x, y) −→ morCG1(F (x), F (y)) extends to morC∗r G0

(x, y) −→
morC∗r G1

(F (x), F (y)), for all x, y ∈ Ob(G0).

Remark 2.3.We make a few remarks on functoriality (or lack thereof) ofC∗-
algebras, which motivate our use ofC∗-categories. First note that the assignment of
aC∗-algebraC∗r H to a groupH cannot be extended to a functor from the category of
groups to the category ofC∗-algebras. For instance, the reducedC∗-algebraC∗r (Z∗Z)
of the free group on two letters is simple [31] and hence admits noC∗-homomorphism
to the reducedC∗-algebraC of the trivial group.

There is a notion of theC∗-algebra of a groupoid, but it is poorly behaved with
respect to functoriality. To a discrete groupoidG, one can associate the complex
groupoid ringCG, which as aC-vector space has a basis consisting of the morphisms
in the groupoid. The product of two basis elements is the composite if defined and
is zero otherwise. The completion ofCG in B(l2(G), l2(G)) in the operator norm is
called the reducedC∗-algebra of the groupoid and which we denoteC∗r G-alg. If G
is connected (any two objects are isomorphic), andH is the automorphism group of
an object, then it can be shown (via Morita theory) that the spectraK top(C∗r G-alg)
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andK top(C∗r H) have the same weak homotopy type. The second naive approach to
the construction of a functor

K top: Or(G) −→ �-SPECTRA

is to defineK top(G/H) to beK top(C∗r G/H -alg). While this approach is basically
correct for algebraicK- andL-theory, it fails forC∗-algebras because theC∗-algebra
of a groupoid does not define a functor from the category GROUPOIDSinj to C∗-
ALGEBRAS. Indeed, consider the groupoidG[n] with n objects and precisely one
morphism between two objects. Notice that the obvious functor fromG[n] to G[1]
has an obvious right inverse. Hence it would induce a surjectiveC∗-homomorphism
between the associatedC∗-algebras but this is impossible forn> 2 as the associated
C∗-algebra ofG[n] is the simple algebraMn(C). Another counterexample comes
from a morphism in the orbit category. LetG be any infinite group and consider
the map of groupoidsG/1 −→ G/G whereG acts onG/1 effectively and tran-
sitively by left multiplication andG acts trivially onG/G. An easy computation
with the operator norm shows that this map of groupoids does not extend to a map
of the reducedC∗-algebras of the groupoids. We take the trouble to discuss this
because mistakes have been made in the literature on this point and to motivate our
definition of the functorC∗r : GROUPOIDSinj −→ C∗-CATEGORIES. Below we
will define theK top-functor fromC∗-CATEGORIES to SPECTRA. Note that after
applying homotopy groups, one gets maps on theK-theory of reducedC∗-algebras
of the groupoids, independent of Morita theory and without maps on theC∗-algebras
themselves. 2

We recall some basic constructions we will need later.
Let C be aR-category. We define a newR-categoryC⊕, called thesymmetric

monoidalR-category associated toC with an associative and commutative sum
⊕ as follows. The objects inC⊕ aren-tuplesx = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) consisting of
objectsxi ∈ Ob(C) for n = 0, 1, 2,. . .. We will think of the empty set as 0-tuple
which we denote by 0. TheR-module of morphisms fromx = (x1, . . . , xm) to
y = (y1, . . . , yn) is given by

morC⊕(x, y):= ⊕1 < i < m, 1 < j < n morC(xi, yj ).

Given a morphismf : x −→ y, we denote byfi,j : xi −→ yj the component which
belongs toi ∈ {1, . . . , m} andj ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If x or y is the empty tuple, then
morC⊕(x, y) is defined to be the trivialR-module. The composition off : x −→ y

andg: y −→ z for objectsx = (x1, . . . , xm), y = (y1, . . . , yn) andz = (z1, . . . , zp)

is defined by

(g ◦ f )i,k =
n∑
j=1

gj,k ◦ fi,j .

The sum onC⊕ is defined on objects by sticking the tuples together, i.e. forx =
(x1, . . . , xm) andy = (y1, . . . , yn) define

x ⊕ y:= (x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yn).
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The definition of the sum of two morphisms is now obvious. Notice that this sum
is (strictly) associative, i.e.(x ⊕ y) ⊕ z andx ⊕ (y ⊕ z) are the same objects and
analogously for morphisms. Moreover, there is a natural isomorphism

x ⊕ y −→ y ⊕ x

and all obvious compatibility conditions hold. The zero object is given by the empty
tuple 0. These data define the structure of a symmetric monoidalR-category onC⊕.
Notice that the functorC 7→ C⊕ is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor from
symmetric monoidalR-categories toR-categories.

Given a categoryC, define itsidempotent completionP(C) to be the following
category. An object inP(C) is an endomorphismp: x −→ x in C which is an
idempotent, i.e.p ◦ p = p. A morphism inP(C) from p: x −→ x to q: y −→ y is
a morphismf : x −→ y in C satisfyingq ◦ f ◦ p = f . The identity on the object
p: x −→ x in P(C) is given by the morphismp: x −→ x in C. If C has the structure
of aR-category or of a symmetric monoidalR-category, thenP(C) inherits such a
structure in the obvious way.

For a categoryC, let Iso(C) be the subcategory ofC with the same objects as
C, but whose morphisms are the isomorphisms ofC. If C is a symmetric monoidal
R-category, then so is Iso(C).

Let C be a symmetric monoidalR-category, all of whose morphisms are isomor-
phisms. Then itsgroup completionis the following symmetric monoidalR-category
C .̂ An object inC is a pair(x, y) of objects inC. A morphism inCˆ from (x, y) to
(x̄, ȳ) is given by equivalence classes of triples(z, f, g) consisting of an objectz in
C and isomorphismsf : x ⊕ z −→ x̄ andg: y ⊕ z −→ ȳ. We call two such triples
(z, f, g) and (z′, f ′, g′) equivalent if there is an isomorphismh: z −→ z′ which
satisfiesf ′ ◦ (idx ⊕ h) = f andg′ ◦ (idy ⊕ h) = g. The sum onCˆ is given by

(x, y)⊕ (x̄, ȳ):= (x ⊕ x̄, y ⊕ ȳ).

If C is aC∗-category, thenC⊕ andP(C) inherit the structure of aC∗-category where
one should modify the definition ofP(C) by requiring that each objectp: x −→ x

is a self-adjoint idempotent, i.e.p ◦ p = p andp∗ = p. Moreover,C⊕, P(C⊕) and
(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ inherit the structure of topological categories where the set of objects
always gets the discrete topology.

Next we can construct the desired functors from GROUPOIDS and
GROUPOIDSinj to �-SPECTRA. The covariant functornonconnective algebraic
K-theory spectrum of a groupoid with coefficients inR

K alg: GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA

assigns to a groupoidG the nonconnectiveK-theory spectrum of the small additive
category(Iso(P(RG⊕))) .̂ (See [28] for the construction of the nonconnectiveK-
theory spectrum of a small additive category.)
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Next we define the covariant functorperiodic algebraicL-theory spectrum of a
groupoid with coefficients inR

L = Lh: GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA

where we assume thatR is a commutative ring with unit and involution. ThenRG and
henceRG⊕ inherit an involution. We apply the construction of the periodic algebraic
L-theory spectrum in [33, Example 13.6 on page 139]. If one uses the idempotent
completion, one gets the projective version

Lp: GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA.

Taking the Whitehead torsion into account yields the simple version

Ls: GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA.

More generally, one obtains forj ∈ Z q {−∞}, j < 2,

L 〈j 〉: GROUPOIDS−→ �-SPECTRA,

whereL 〈j 〉 is Ls, Lh, Lp for j = 2, 1, 0.
Next we construct the covariant functornonconnective topologicalK-theory spec-

trum

K top: GROUPOIDSinj −→ �-SPECTRA.

We do this by composing the functor

C∗r : GROUPOIDSinj −→ C∗-CATEGORIES,

with the functor

K top:C∗-CATEGORIES−→ �-SPECTRA,

which we are about to construct. LetC denote both the complex numbers and the
obviousC∗-category with precisely one object denoted by 1. We have introduced the
categoryC⊕ before. We denote byn then-fold sum of the object 1. In this notationC⊕
has as objects{n | n = 0, 1, 2, . . .}, the sum ism⊕n = m+ n form, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
and the Banach space of morphisms fromm to n is just given by the(n,m)-matrices
with complex entries. LetC be anyC-category. We define a functor

⊗: C⊕ × C⊕ −→ C⊕
as follows. We assign to an objectn ∈ C⊕ and an objectx ∈ C⊕ the objectn ⊗ x
which is then-fold direct sum⊕ni=1x. Let f :m −→ n be a morphism inC⊕ and
g: x −→ y be a morphism inC⊕. Definef ⊗g:m⊗x −→ n⊗y, to be the morphism
whose component from theith copy ofx in m ⊗ x to thej th copy ofy in n ⊗ y
is fi,j · g, wherefi,j ∈ C is the component off from theith coordinate ofm to
the j th coordinate ofn. One easily checks thatf ⊗ g is a functor. For objectsm
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andn in C⊕ and an objectx in C⊕ we have(m ⊕ n) ⊗ x = (m ⊗ x) ⊕ (n ⊗ x).
For an objectn in C⊕ and objectsx andy in C⊕ we have a natural isomorphism
n ⊗ (x ⊕ y) ∼= (n ⊗ x) ⊕ (n ⊗ y). Obviously this functor sends the subcategories
{0} × C⊕ andC⊕ × {0} to {0}, where{0} and{0} denote the obvious subcategories
with one object.

LetC be anyC∗-category. Then the construction above applies toP(C⊕). It extends
to a functor

⊗: (Iso(C⊕))ˆ× (Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ−→ (Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ
in the obvious way. Notice that(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ inherits fromC the structure of a
topological category for which the set of objects is discrete. With respect to these
topological structures the functor above is a functor of topological categories. Given a
topological categoryD, letBD be its classifying space [34] (whose construction takes
the topology into account). Given topological categoriesD andD′, the projections
induce a homeomorphism

B(D × D′) −→ BD × BD′.
Hence the functor above induces a map

B(Iso(C⊕))ˆ× B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ−→ B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ
for anyC∗-categoryC. Since it sendsB(Iso(C⊕))ˆ ∨ B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ to the base
pointB{0} ⊂ B(Iso(P(C⊕))) ,̂ we obtain a map, natural inC,

µ:B(Iso(C⊕))ˆ∧ B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ−→ B(Iso(P(C⊕))) .̂

The category Iso(C⊕) can be identified with the disjoint union
∐
n> 0GL(n,C).

Let GL(C) = colimn→∞GL(n,C). Let Z × GL(C) be the symmetric monoidal
category whose objects (and monoidal sum) are given by the integers, and so
that morZ×GL(C)(m, n) is empty if m 6= n and isGL(C) if m = n. There is
an obvious functor Iso(C⊕) −→ Z × GL(C). Using Quillen’s group completion
theorem [19, pp. 220–221], it follows thatBIso(C⊕)ˆ has the homotopy type of
Z × BGL(C). Let b: S2 −→ BIso(C⊕)ˆ be a fixed representative of the Bott ele-
ment inπ2(BIso(C⊕)ˆ) = K−2({pt.}). Thenb andµ yield a map, natural inC,

S2 ∧ B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ−→ B(Iso(P(C⊕))) .̂

Its adjoint is also natural inC and denoted by

β:B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ −→ �2B(Iso(P(C⊕))) .̂

Define thenonconnective topologicalK-theory spectrumK top(C) of theC∗-category
C by the spaceB(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ in even dimensions, by the space�B(Iso(P(C⊕)))ˆ
in odd dimensions and by the structure maps which are the identity in odd dimen-
sions andβ in even dimensions. (Another construction is suggested by [14, Remark
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VIII.4.4. on page 186].) We claim that the proof of Bott periodicity forC∗-algebras
carries over toC∗-categories. HenceK top(C) is a�-spectrum. We will only be inter-
ested in the case whereC isC∗r G for a connected groupoid and in this case the claim
follows from Bott periodicity for the reduced groupC∗-algebra of the automorphism
group of an object inG and Lemma 2.4.

We make some remarks about the constructions of the spectra of groupoids above
and give some basic properties.

There are obvious equivalences of additive categories fromRG⊕, resp.P(RG⊕), to
the category of finitely generated freeRG-modules, resp. finitely generated projective
RG-modules, as defined in [23, Section 9]. Notice that these module categories are
not small, in contrast toRG⊕ andP(RG⊕). A functor F : G0 −→ G1 induces a
functor from the category of finitely generated free, resp. projective,RG0-modules
to the corresponding category overG1 by induction. However, if we have a second
functorG: G1 −→ G2, then the functor induced on the module categories byG ◦ F
and the composition of the functors induced byF andG on the module categories
are not the same, they agree only up to natural equivalence. In order to avoid this
technical problem, we prefer the small categoryRG⊕ and its idempotent completion
since there the composition of the functors induced byF andG is the same as the
functor induced byG ◦ F , so that we get honest functors from GROUPOIDS to
�-SPECTRA.

As mentioned earlier, the functorsK alg, L 〈 j 〉, andK top defined on the orbit cat-
egory are given by the composition of the groupoid-valued functorGR and the
spectra-valued functors defined above. The automorphism group of the objecteH in
G/H for the identity elemente ∈ G is just the subgroupH . Hence the next lemma
proves what we have already claimed before, namely, that the spectra we assign to
G/H are homotopy equivalent to the spectra associated toH . In particular, we get
for all n ∈ Z andj ∈ Z q {−∞}, j < 2,

πn(K alg(G/H)) ∼= Kalg
n (ZH)

πn(L 〈j 〉(G/H)) ∼= L〈j〉n (ZH)

πn(K top(G/H)) ∼= Kn(C∗H)
LEMMA 2.4.

(1) If Fi : G0 −→ G1 for i = 0, 1 are functors of groupoids andT :F0 −→ F1 is a
natural transformation between them, then the induced maps of spectra

K alg(Fi): K alg(G0) −→ K alg(G1)

are homotopy equivalent and analogously forL 〈 j 〉 andK top;
(2) Let G be a groupoid. Suppose thatG is connected, i.e. there is a morphism

between any two objects. For an objectx ∈ Ob(G), letGx be the full subgroupoid
with precisely one object, namelyx. Then the inclusionix : Gx −→ G induces a
homotopy equivalence
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K alg(ix): K alg(Gx) −→ K alg(G)
and K alg(Gx) is isomorphic to the spectrumK alg associated to the group ring
R autG(x). The analogous statements hold forL 〈 j 〉 andK top.

Proof. Obviously (2) follows from (1). We indicate the proof of (1) in the case of
K top, the other cases are analogous if one inspects the definitions in [28, 33]. One eas-
ily checks that a natural transformation betweenF0 toF1 induces a natural transfor-
mation between the induced functors from(Iso(P(C∗r G0⊕)))ˆ to (Iso(P(C∗r G1⊕))) .̂
Let [1] be the category having two objects, namely 0 and 1, and three morphisms,
namely the identities on 0 and 1 and one morphism from 0 to 1. Then the natu-
ral transformation above can be viewed as a functor of topological categories from
(Iso(P(C∗r G0⊕)))ˆ× [1] to (Iso(P(C∗r G1⊕))) .̂ Since the classifying space of a prod-
uct is the product of the classifying spaces and the classifying space of [1] is [0, 1],
we obtain a map

h:B(Iso(P(C∗r G0⊕)))ˆ× [0, 1] −→ B(Iso(P(C∗r G1⊕))) .̂

One easily checks that this induces the desired homotopy of maps of spectra.2

3. CW-Approximations and Homotopy Limits

In this section we give the basic definitions and properties of spaces andCW -
complexes over a small categoryC. We show that the Whitehead Theorem and
CW -approximations carry over from spaces toC-spaces. We emphasize the par-
allels between a category and a group, thinking of a group as a category with a single
object, all of whose morphisms are invertible. We defineEC, the universal free con-
tractibleC-space, and use this to define the homotopy colimitEC⊗CX, the analogue
of the Borel constructionEG×G X.

Consider the set Ob(C) as a small category in the trivial way, i.e. the set of objects
is Ob(C) itself and the only morphisms are the identity morphisms. A map of two
Ob(C)-spaces is a collection of maps{f (c):X(c) −→ Y (c) | c ∈ Ob(C)}. There is a
forgetful functor

F : C-SPACES−→ Ob(C)-SPACES.

Define a functor

B: Ob(C)-SPACES−→ C-SPACES

by sending a contravariant Ob(C)-spaceX(−) to
∐
c∈Ob(C) morC(−, c) × X(c). In

the covariant case one uses morC(c,−).
LEMMA 3.1. The functorB is the left adjoint ofF .
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Proof. This means that there is a natural bijection

T (X, Y ): homC(B(X), Y ) −→ homOb(C)(X, F (Y ))

for all Ob(C)-spacesX and for all C-spacesY. Actually T (X, Y ) will even be a
homeomorphism. Forf :B(X) = ∐

c∈Ob(C) morC(−, c) × X(c) −→ Y (−) define
T (X, Y )f by restrictingf toX(−) = {id−}×X(−). The inverseT (X, Y )−1 assigns
to a mapg of Ob(C)-spaces the following transformation:

B(X) =
∐

c∈Ob(C)
morC(−, c)×X(c) −→ Y (−),

(φ, x) 7→ Y (φ) ◦ g(c)(x). 2

LetR be a ring. There is also an adjoint to the forgetful functor fromRC-MOD to
Ob(C)-SETS. It is defined asB(X(−)) = ⊕c∈Ob(C)R(morC(−, c) × X(c)). A free
RC-module is a module isomorphic to one in the image ofB. Notice the analogy
between Lemma 3.1 and the adjoint pair consisting of the forgetful functor fromR-
modules to sets and the functor assigning to a setS the freeR-moduleRS generated
by S.

We have already mentioned that the category of Or(G, 1)-spaces is the category
ofG-spaces and the category Ob(Or(G, 1))-spaces is the category of spaces. Under
this identification the forgetful functorF just forgets theG-action andB sends a
spaceZ to theG-spaceG× Z whereG acts in the obvious way.

Notice that the notions of coproduct, product, pushout, pullback, colimit, and limit
exist in the category ofC-spaces. They are constructed by applying these notions in
the category SPACES objectwise. For instance, the pushout of a diagram ofC-spaces
X1←− X0 −→ X2 is defined as the functorX: C −→ SPACES whose value at an
objectc in C is the pushout of the diagram of spacesX1(c)←− X0(c) −→ X2(c).
We mention that sometimes in the literature the terms direct limit and inverse limit
are used instead of colimit and limit. We will always use the names colimit and limit.

Given aC-spaceX and a spaceY , we obtain theC-spaceX×Y by assigning to an
objectc the spaceX(c)× Y . TakingY = [0, 1], it is now clear what ahomotopy of
maps ofC-spacesmeans. A mapf :X −→ Y of C-spaces is acofibration (fibration)
ofC-spacesif it has the homotopy extension property (homotopy lifting property) for
all C-spaces. Iff is a (co)-fibration ofC-spaces, its evaluationf (c):X(c) −→ Y (c)

is a (co)-fibration of aut(c)-spaces for all objectsc in C. The proof of this fact is a
simple abstract manipulation of the homotopy lifting (extension) property and various
adjunctions. Notice that the converse is not true.

Next we extend the notion of aCW -complex for spaces toC-spaces. We will
see that the notion of a freeC-CW -complex is very similar to the the notion of an
ordinaryCW -complex and that standard results and their proofs forCW -complexes
generalize in a straightforward manner to the case of freeC-CW -complexes. This
leads to easy proofs of known and new results whose strategy is very close to classical
ideas and patterns.
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DEFINITION 3.2. Acontravariant freeC-CW -complexX is a contravariantC-space
X together with a filtration

∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ X2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xn ⊂ · · · ⊂ X =
⋃
n> 0

Xn

such thatX = colimn→∞Xn and for anyn> 0 then-skeletonXn is obtained from
the(n− 1)-skeletonXn−1 by attaching free contravariantC-n-cells, i.e. there exists
a pushout ofC-spaces of the form∐

i∈In morC(−, ci)× Sn−1−−−−−−→Xn−1
||↓

||↓∐
i∈In morC(−, ci)×Dn −−−−−−→ Xn

where the vertical maps are inclusions,In is an index set, and theci are objects of
C. We refer to the inclusion functor morC(−, ci) × intDn −→ X as a freeC-n-cell
based atci . A free C-CW -complex hasdimension < n if X = Xn. The definition
of acovariant freeC-CW -complexis analogous. 2

Note that the trivial contravariant (covariant)C-space which sends every object
to a point is not in general a freeC-CW -complex unlessC has a final (initial) object.

The more general notion of aC-CW -complex was defined by Dror Farjoun [11,
1.16 and 2.1] (see also [30]). We shall deal almost exclusively withfree C-CW -
complexes. For a freeC-CW -complexX, the cellular chain complexC∗(X)(−),
c 7→ C∗(X(c)) is aC-chain complex of freeZC-modules. Notice that a freeC-CW -
complexX defines a functor fromC toCW -COMPLEXES, but not any functor from
C toCW -COMPLEXES is a freeC-CW -complex.

If Y is aG-CW -complex, then mapG(−, Y ) (which sendsG/H 7→ YH ) is an
example of a free Or(G)-CW -complex. AG-cell ofY of orbit typeG/H corresponds
to a Or(G)-cell of mapG(−, Y ) based atG/H . Recall that the category of Or(G, 1)-
spaces coincides with the category ofG-spaces. Under this identification afree
Or(G, 1)-CW -complex is the same as afreeG-CW -complex.

Recall that a mapf :X −→ Y of spaces isn-connectedfor n> 0 if and only if for
all pointsx in X the induced mapπk(f, x):πk(X, x) −→ πk(Y, f (x)) is bijective
for all k < n and surjective fork = n. It is a weak homotopy equivalenceif it is
n-connected for alln> 0.

DEFINITION 3.3. A mapf :X −→ Y of C-spaces isn-connected(a weak homo-
topy equivalence) if for all objects c the map of spacesf (c):X(c) −→ Y (c) is
n-connected (a weak homotopy equivalence). 2

The constant mapEG −→ {∗} is a weak homotopy equivalence, but not a homo-
topy equivalence of Or(G, 1)-spaces.

The following result is well-known for ordinaryCW -complexes [43, IV. Theorem
7.16 and 7.17 on page 182]. See also [11, Proposition 2.9] and [30, Theorem 3.4].
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THEOREM 3.4.Let f : Y −→ Z be a map ofC-spaces andX be aC-space. The
map on homotopy classes of maps betweenC-spaces induced by composition withf
is denoted byf∗: [X, Y ]C −→ [X,Z]C.

1. Then f is n-connected if and only iff∗ is bijective for any freeC-CW -
complexX with dim(X) < n and surjective for any freeC-CW -complexX
with dim(X) < n.

2. Thenf is a weak homotopy equivalence if and only iff∗ is bijective for any free
C-CW -complexX.

Proof. We only give the proof of the second assertion in the special case where
Z is the trivialC-space, i.e.Z(c) = {∗} for all objectsc in C. Then it is easy to figure
out the full proof following the classical proof in [43, IV. Theorem 7.16 and 7.17 on
page 182].

We begin with the ‘if’ statement. Suppose that [X, Y ]C consists of one element
for each freeC-CW -complexX. We then chooseX = morC(−, c)× Sk, for a fixed
c ∈ Ob(C). From Lemma 3.1 we obtain a natural homeomorphism

homC(morC(−, c)× Sk, Y ) −→ map(Sk, Y (c))

and thus a natural bijection

[morC(−, c)× Sk, Y ]C −→ [Sk, Y (c)].

Hence for all objectsc in C any map fromSk to Y (c) is nullhomotopic. This implies
thatf is a weak homotopy equivalence.

Next we prove the ‘only if’ statement. Suppose thatf is a weak homotopy equiv-
alence. We must show for any freeC-CW -complexX that any map ofC-spaces
g:X −→ Y is nullhomotopic, or in other words, extends to the cone onX. The
cone onX is obtained fromX by attachingC-cells. Therefore it suffices to show
that any map ofC-spaces morC(−, c)× Sn−1 −→ Y can be extended to a map
morC(−, c)×Dn −→ Y . Such a problem reduces to extending a map fromSn−1

to Y (c) toDn. This can be done asY (c) has the weak homotopy type of a point by
assumption. 2

COROLLARY 3.5. A weak homotopy equivalence between freeC-CW -complexes
is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Let f : Y −→ X be a weak homotopy equivalence between freeC-CW -
complexes. By Theorem 3.4, there is ag:X −→ Y so thatf∗[g] = [f ◦ g] = [idX].
Thusg is a weak homotopy equivalence. To show thatg is the homotopy inverse
of f , we need only show thatg has a right homotopy inverse, but this follows by
Theorem 3.4 again. 2

DEFINITION 3.6. Let(X,A) be a pair ofC-spaces. AC-CW -approximation

(u, v): (X′, A′) −→ (X,A)
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consists of a freeC-CW -pair(X′, A′) together with a map of pairs(u, v) of C-spaces
such that bothu and v are weak homotopy equivalences ofC-spaces. AC-CW -
approximation of a spaceX is aC-CW -approximation of the pair(X, ∅). 2

This is a categorical generalization of the notion of aCW -approximation for a
topological spaceX (see [43, V.3]). By taking(f, g) to be the identity in Theorem
3.7 below we see thatC-CW -approximations exist and are unique up to homotopy.

THEOREM 3.7.Let (X,A) be a pair ofC-spaces.
(1) (Existence) There exists aC-CW -approximation of(X,A);
(2) (Uniqueness) Given a map of pairs(f, g): (X,A) −→ (Y, B) of C-

spaces and givenC-CW -approximations(u, v): (X′, A′) −→ (X,A) and
(a, b): (Y ′, B ′) −→ (Y, B), then there exists a map of pairs(f ′, g′) :
(X′, A′) −→ (Y ′, B ′) so that the diagram

(X′, A′)
(u,v)−−−−−−→ (X,A)

(f ′, g′)
||↓

||↓(f, g)

(Y ′, B ′)
(a,b)−−−−−−→ (Y, B)

commutes up to homotopy. Furthermore, the map(f ′, g′) is unique up to homo-
topy.

Proof. Existence of aC-CW -approximation is an inductive construction done by
attachingn-cells to obtain an-connected map and finally taking a colimit. Uniqueness
follows from the relative versions of Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5. 2

DEFINITION 3.8. LetEC denote any freeC-CW -complex so thatEC(c) is con-
tractible for all objectsc. 2

SinceEC is aC-CW -approximation of the trivialC-space,EC exists and is unique
up to homotopy type. Note there is a contravariantEC and a covariantEC. They are
not closely related, but one can identify the contravariantEC with the covariantECop.
There are functorial constructions ofC-CW -approximations and hence forEC, which
we describe at the end of this section. However, often it is useful to have smaller and
more flexible models.

If C = Or(G, 1), thenEC can be identified withEG, a contractible freeG-CW -
complex. IfC has a final object, then we may take the contravariantEC to be the
trivial C-space, which is a singleC-0-cell based at the final object. Similarly, ifC
has an initial object, the trivialC-space is a covariantEC. If G is acrystallographic
group, i.e. a discrete subgroup of the isometries ofR

n so thatRn/G is compact,
then(G/H 7−→ (Rn)H ) is a contravariantEOr(G,FIN ), whereFIN is the family
of finite subgroups. More generally, ifE(G,F) is classifying space for a family
of subgroups of a discrete groupG, then(G/H 7−→ E(G,F)H ) is a model for
EOr(G,F). This example is expanded on in Section 7.
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EXAMPLE 3.9. Letω be the category whose objects are the nonnegative integers
and whose morphisms are given by the arrows below, their composites, and the
identity maps.

0−→ 1−→ 2−→ 3−→ · · ·
Then we may take a contravariantEω to be(Eω)(i) = [i,∞), whose zero skeleton
is obtained by intersecting each space with the integers. For each nonnegative integer
i, there isC-0-cell and aC-1-cell based ati. We may take the covariantEω to be the
trivial C-space. 2

DEFINITION 3.10. Theclassifying space of a categoryC is the spaceBC = EC⊗C
{∗}, where{∗} is the trivialC-space andEC is a contravariantC-CW -approximation
of the trivialC-space. 2

The classifying spaceBC is aCW -complex defined only up to homotopy type.
We will recall its functorial definition later in this section.

THEOREM 3.11.Let f : Y −→ Z be a weak homotopy equivalence of covariant
C-spaces. Then for any contravariant freeC-CW -complexX the induced map

idX ⊗C f :X ⊗C Y −→ X ⊗C Z

is a weak homotopy equivalence. A similar statement holds for weak homotopy equiv-
alences of contravariantC-spaces.

LetX be a covariant (contravariant) freeC-CW -complex andf : Y −→ Z be a
weak homotopy equivalence of covariant (contravariant)C-spaces. Then the induced
map

homC(id, f ) : homC(X, Y ) −→ homC(X,Z)

is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Proof. We will prove the claim by induction over the skeletons and the cells inX.

We only consider the case idX⊗Cf . The functor−⊗C Y is compatible with colimits,
using the standard trick from category theory that a functor with a right adjoint
commutes with arbitrary colimits (see [24, Chapter V, Section 5]). Hence the pushout
specifying howXn is obtained fromXn−1 by attaching cells remains a pushout after
applying−⊗C Y . Moreover, the left vertical arrow in this pushout is a cofibration
and idXn ⊗C f is the pushout of three weak homotopy equivalences. Hence it is
itself a weak homotopy equivalence by excision theorem of Blakers–Massey [43,
VII.7]. Analogously one argues to show that the colimit of the maps idXn ⊗C f is
idX ⊗C f and each inclusionXn ⊗C Y −→ Xn+1⊗C Y is a cofibration. This implies
that idX ⊗C f is a weak homotopy equivalence. The proof of the assertion for hom
is similar. 2

Next we give some definitions, which are in close analogy with group cohomology
and homological algebra.
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DEFINITION 3.12. LetM be a covariantZC-module,X a covariantC-space, andE
a covariantC-spectrum. Define thecolimitand thelimit ofM overC to be the Abelian
groups

colim
C

M = Z ⊗ZC M and lim
C
M = homZC(Z,M).

Define thecolimit ofX overC and thelimit of X overC to be the topological spaces

colim
C

X = {∗} ⊗C X and lim
C
X = homC({∗}, X).

Define thecolimit ofE overC and thelimit of E overC to be the spectra

colim
C

E = {∗} ⊗C E and lim
C

E = homC({∗},E). 2

The above definitions are standard and the universal properties follow from the
adjunctions in Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6. HereZ represents the trivialZC-module, with
Z(c) ≡ Z and {∗} is the trivial C-space. It is also convenient to define colimits
and limits of contravariant functors overC, by applying the above definitions to the
functors considered as covariant functors onCop. We next discuss the higher derived
functors of the above limits.

DEFINITION 3.13. IfM is a covariantZC-module, define

Hi(C;M) = Hi(C∗(EC)⊗ZC M) and

Hi(C;M) = Hi(HomZC(C∗(EC),M)).

If X is a covariantC-space, define thehomotopy colimitand thehomotopy limitofX
overC as

hocolim
C

X = EC ⊗C X and holim
C

X = homC(EC, X).

If E is a covariantC-spectrum, define thehomotopy colimitand thehomotopy limit
of E overC as

hocolim
C

E = EC ⊗C E and holim
C

E = homC(EC,E). 2

One must be careful about the variances onEC in the above definitions. In the
left-hand appearances ofEC we are taking the contravariant version, while on the
right we want the covariant version. In the definition of the higher limitsHi and
colimitsHi , theZC-chain complexC∗(EC) can be replaced by any projectiveZC-
resolution ofZ. As above we define homology, cohomology, hocolimits, and holimits
of contravariant functors by considering them as functors defined on the opposite
category. For properties ofHi andHi , see, for example, [23] and for properties
of homotopy limits see for instance [4], [12, §9] and [21]. One obtains functorial
definitions if one uses the functorial constructionEbarC for EC. SinceEC maps to
{∗}, there are maps hocolimCX −→ colimCX and limC X −→ holimCX. They are
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not, in general, weak homotopy equivalences, although the first map is ifX is a free
C-CW -complex. The basic property of homotopy limits is that ifX −→ Y is a weak
homotopy equivalence, then so are the induced maps hocolimCX −→ hocolimCY
and holimCY −→ holimCX; this follows from Theorem 3.11.

EXAMPLE 3.14. Letω be the category from Example 3.9. LetM andN be covariant
and contravariantZC-modules, respectively. Then it is easy to see thatHi(ω;M) is
colimj→∞M(j) for i = 0 and zero fori > 0, thatHi(ω;M) is M(0) for i = 0
and zero fori > 0, thatHi(ω;N) is N(0) for i = 0 and zero fori > 0, and that
Hi(ω;N) is limj→∞N(j) for i = 0, Milnor’s lim1

j→∞N(j) for i = 1, and zero for
i > 1.

LetX andY be covariant and contravariantC-spaces, respectively. Then with the
Eω’s from Example 3.9 hocolimω X is the infinite mapping telescope of

X(0) −→ X(1) −→ X(2) −→ X(3) −→ · · · .
Clearly holimω X = X(0) and hocolimω Y = Y (0). Now holimω Y is a bit bigger,
it is the subspace of

map([0,∞), Y (0))×map([1,∞), Y (1))×map([2,∞), Y (2))× · · · ,

consisting of all tuples(γ0, γ1, γ2, . . .) so that the composite of [i,∞) γi−→ Y (i) −→
Y (i − 1) equalsγi−1 restricted to [i,∞). 2

DEFINITION 3.15. LetX be aC-space andM a ZC-module. LetX′ −→ X be a
C-CW -approximation. IfX is contravariant andM is covariant, define

H C
p (X;M) = Hp(C∗(X′)⊗ZC M),

whereC∗(X′) is the cellular chain complex ofX′. There is a similar definition ifX
is covariant andM is contravariant. IfX andM have the same variance, define

H
p
C (X;M) = Hp(homZC(C∗(X′),M)). 2

WhenC = Or(G, 1), H C
p (X;M) is Borel equivariant homologyHG

p (X;M) =
Hp(EG×G X;M). WhenC = Or(G) andX is the the fixed point functorG/H 7→
ZH of aG-CW -complexZ, thenH C

p (X;M) is Bredon equivariant homology ofZ
with coefficients inM.

Remark 3.16.One of the original motivations for Bredon’s introduction of the
orbit category was equivariant obstruction theory, and it is clear that all the ingredi-
ents are in place for the development of obstruction theory for the study ofC-maps
between a freeC-CW -space and aC-space, but we leave the task of finding the precise
formulation to a reader motivated by specific applications. Local coefficient systems
are particularly subtle, see [26]. 2
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Next we recall functorial constructions of classifying spaces andC-CW -
approximations (see for instance [4,21,34]). We will need some of the details later in
Section 6. View the ordered set [p] = {0, 1, 2, . . . , p} as a category, namely, objects
are the elements and there is precisely one morphism fromi to j if i < j and no
morphism otherwise. Continuing with the terminology from Example 1.7, we get a
covariant functor

[ ]: D −→ CATEGORIES

from the category of finite ordered sets into the category of small categories. The
nerveof a categoryC is the simplicial set

N.C: D −→ SETS, [p] 7→ func([p], C).
More explicitly,NpC consists of diagrams inC of the form

c0
φ0−→ c1

φ1−→ c2
φ2−→ · · · φp−1−→ cp.

The bar resolution modelBbarC for the classifying space of a categoryC is the
geometric realization|N.C|of its nerve where we regard a simplicial set as a simplicial
space by using the discrete topology. It has the nice properties (see [34]) that it is
functorial, thatBbar(C × D) = BbarC × BbarD, thatBbarC = Bbar(Cop), and that
a natural transformation from a functorF0 to a functorF1 induces a homotopy
between the mapsBbarF0 andBbarF1 on the bar resolution models. In particular, an
equivalence of categories gives a homotopy equivalence on the bar resolution models
of the classifying spaces. From Example 1.7 we get thatBbarC comes with a canonical
CW -complex structure such that there is a bijective correspondence between the set
of sequences of composable morphisms

c0
φ0−→ c1

φ1−→ c2
φ2−→ · · · φp−1−→ cp

where no morphism is the identity and the set ofp-cells. Any functor induces a
cellular map. We will justify the term ‘model of the classifying space’ shortly.

Given two objects ? and ?? inC, define the category ?↓C↓?? as follows. An object

is a diagram ?
α→ c

β→ ?? inC. A morphism from ?
α→ c

β→ ?? to ?
α′→ c′ β

′
→ ?? is a

commutative diagram inC of the shape

?
α−−−−−−→ c

β−−−−−−→ ??

id
||↓ φ

||↓ id
||↓

?
α′−−−−−−→ c′

β ′−−−−−−→ ??

Let morC(?, ??) be the category whose set of objects is morC(?, ??) and whose
only morphisms are the identity morphism of objects. Consider the functor

pr: ?↓C↓??−→ morC(?, ??) (?
α→ c

β→??) 7→ (β ◦ α: ?−→??) .
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LEMMA 3.17. The map of contravariantC × Cop-spaces

Bbarpr:Bbar?↓C↓??−→ BbarmorC(?, ??) = morC(?, ??)

is aC × Cop-CW -approximation.
Proof. First we verify thatBbarpr is a weak homotopy equivalence. Fix objects

c, c′ of C. Define functors

j : morC(c, c′) −→ c↓C↓c′
(
c
α→ c′

)
7→

(
c

id→ c
α→ c′

)
.

pr(c, c′): c↓C↓c′ −→ morC(c, c′) (c
α→ d

β→ c′) 7→ (β ◦ α: c −→ c′).

These give homotopy equivalences after applyingBbar, since pr(c, c′)◦j is the iden-
tity and there is a natural transformationS: j ◦ pr(c, c′) −→ id defined by assigning

to an objectc
α→ d

β→ c′ in c↓C↓c′ the morphism inc↓C↓c′

c
id−−−−−−→ c

β◦α−−−−−−→ c′

id
||↓ α

||↓ id
||↓

c
α−−−−−−→ d

β−−−−−−→ c′

We next show thatBbar?↓C↓?? is a freeC × Cop-CW -complex. The canonical
skeletal filtration on the classifying space of a category induces a filtration onBbar?↓
C↓?? such that

Bbar?↓C↓??= colimp→∞Bbar
p ?↓C↓??.

Moreover, there is a pushout of contravariantC × Cop-spaces

(n.d.Np ?↓C↓??)× Sp−1−−−−−−→Bbar
p−1 ?↓C↓??

||↓
||↓

(n.d.Np ?↓C↓??)×Dp−−−−−−−−→Bbar
p ?↓C↓??

where n.d.Np ? ↓ C ↓?? is the set of nondegeneratep-simplices of the nerve
of ? ↓ C ↓?? . This set can be identified with the disjoint union of theC-C-sets
morC(?, c0)×morC(cp, ??) where the disjoint union runs over the sequences

c0
φ0−→ c1

φ1−→ c2
φ2−→ · · ·

φp−1−−−−→ cp

where no morphismφi is the identity. Such sequences thus give the indexing set for
thep-cells. 2
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From Example 1.7 we get that for anyC-spaceX, there is a weak homotopy
equivalence ofC-spaces

t : |S.X| −→ X.

such that|S.X| is functor fromC to CW -COMPLEXES. Notice that this does not
mean that|S.X| itself is a freeC-CW -complex.

DEFINITION 3.18. LetX be a contravariantC-space. The tensor product tak-
ing over the variable ?? yields contravariantC-spacesX ⊗C Bbar?↓C↓?? and
X ⊗C morC(?, ??). Define a map of contravariantC-spaces

pX:X ⊗C B
bar?↓C↓??

id⊗CBbarpr−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ X ⊗C morC(?, ??)
∼=→ X

where the second map is the canonical isomorphism given byx ⊗ φ 7→ X(φ)(x).
Define a map of contravariantC-spaces

aX: |S.X| ⊗C B
bar?↓C↓??

t⊗C id−−−−−−→ X ⊗C B
bar?↓C↓??

pX−→ X. 2

LEMMA 3.19. LetX be a contravariantC-space. Then:
(1) pX is a weak homotopy equivalence of contravariantC-spaces, i.e.pX(c) is a

weak equivalence of spaces for all objectsc in C.
(2) Suppose thatX is a contravariant functor fromC to CW -COMPLEXES, i.e.

for each objectc in C there is aCW -structure onX(c) and each morphism
f : c −→ c′ in C induces a cellular mapX(f ):X(c′) −→ X(c). SupposeY is
a contravariant freeD × Cop-CW -complex. Then the contravariantD-space
X ⊗C Y inherits the structure of a freeD-CW -complex.

(3) The mapaX: |S.X| ⊗C Bbar?↓C↓??−→ X is aC-CW -approximation.

Proof. (1) Fix an objectc in C. Then

Bpr(c, ??):Bbarc↓C↓??−→ morC(c, ??)

is a weak homotopy equivalence of freeC-CW -complexes, hence is aC-homotopy
equivalence. ThuspX(c) is a homotopy equivalence.

(2) We will only indicate what the skeleta and cells are. Thep-skeleton ofX⊗C Y
is∪i+j=pXi⊗CYj . A freeD×Cop-j -cell ofY based at(d, c) together with ai-cell of
X(c) gives rise to a freeD-i+j -cell based atd. More precisely, if8:Di −→ X(c) is
a characteristic map for ai-cell ofX(c)and if9: morD(?, d)×morC(c, ??)×Dj −→
Y is a characteristic map for a freeD × Cop-j -cell of Y based at(d, c), then the
characteristic map

morD(?, d)×Di ×Dj −→ X ⊗C Y

is given by

(f, a, b) 7→ [8(a),9(f, idc, b)].
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(3) Follows from Lemma 3.17, ( 1), (2) above, and Theorem 3.11. 2

If one takesX = {∗} in the construction above, one obtains the contravariantbar
C-CW -approximationof {∗}

EbarC := {∗} ⊗C B
bar?↓C↓??.

More explicitly it is given as follows. For an object ? inC let ?↓C be thecategory of
objects under ?. An object in ?↓C is a morphismφ: ?−→ c in C with ? as source.
A morphism in ?↓ C from φ0: ?−→ c0 to φ1: ?−→ c1 is given by a morphism
h: c0 −→ c1 in C satisfyingφ1 = h ◦ φ0. A morphismψ : c −→ d in C defines a
functorψ ↓ C: d ↓ C −→ c ↓ C by composition withψ from the right. Then

EbarC: C:−→ SPACES, c 7→ Bbarc↓C .
One easily checks thatEbarC ⊗C {∗} = BbarC and thereby justifies our notation.

4. (Co-)Homology Associated to Spectra over a Category

In this section we introduce the homology and cohomology theories associated to a
spectrum over a category. We then explain a kind of Atiyah–Hirzebruch type spectral
sequence.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let (X,A) be a pair of pointedC-spaces. Denote the reduced
cone of the pointed spaceA by cone(A). For aC-spectrumE of the opposite variance
as(X,A) define

EC
p(X,A) = πp(X ∪A cone(A)⊗C E).

For aC-spectrumE of the same variance as(X,A), define

EpC (X,A) = π−p(homC(X ∪A cone(A),E)).

If A is just a point, we omitA from the notation. 2

If C is the trivial category consisting of precisely one object and one morphism,
then the homology and cohomology as defined in Definition 4.1 reduces to the clas-
sical definition of the reduced homology and cohomology of a pair with coefficients
in a spectrum. This is obvious for homology whereas for cohomology one uses the
natural bijection induced by the adjunction

πp+k(map(X,E(k))) −→ [X ∧ Sp+k, E(k)].
Notice that writing homology and cohomology in terms of tensor product and map-
ping space spectra is analogous to the definition of the homology and cohomology
of a chain complexC∗ with coefficients in a moduleM as the homology ofC∗ ⊗M,
respectively, Hom(C∗,M).
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LEMMA 4.2. The homology and cohomology groups defined in Definition 4.1 are
generalized reduced homology and cohomology theories for pointedC-spaces.

Proof. The proof is exactly as in the case of spaces, i.e. whereC is the trivial
category. For instance, let us check the long cohomology sequence of a pair(X,A)

of pointedC-spaces. The following diagram is a pushout

A
i−−−−−−→ X ∪A (A ∧ [0, 1]+)

p
||↓

||↓q

{∗} j−−−−−−−−−→ X ∪A coneA

wherei is the cofibration given by the inclusion andp andq are the projections.
The functor homC(−, Y ) for a fixed pointed covariantC-spaceY has a left adjoint,
namely− ⊗C Y . Hence the following diagram is a pullback and homC(i, idE(n)) is
a fibration for alln ∈ Z.

homC(X ∪A cone(A),E(n))
homC(q,idE(n))−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ homC(X ∪A (A ∧ [0, 1]+), E(n))

homC(j, idE(n))
||↓

||↓homC(i, idE(n))

homC({∗}, E(n))V
homC(p,idE(n))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ homC(A,E(n))

Hence we get forn ∈ Z fibrations of pointed spaces

homC(X ∪A cone(A),E(n))
homC(q,idE(n))−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ homC(X ∪A (A ∧ [0, 1]+), E(n))

homC(i,idE(n))−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ homC(A,E(n)).

They are compatible with the structure maps. Now the colimit over their long homo-
topy sequences yields the desired long cohomology sequence of the pair since the
canonical projection fromX ∪A (A ∧ [0, 1]+) to X is a homotopy equivalence of
pointedC-spaces.

The suspension isomorphism is induced by the following identifications:

πp+k(homC(X ∧ S1, E(k))) = πp+k(map(S1, homC(X,E(k)))

= πp+k(� homC(X,E(k))) = πp+k+1(homC(X,E(k))). 2

Recall that a weak homotopy equivalence ofC-spaces is aC-mapX −→ Y so that
X(c) −→ Y (c) is a weak homotopy equivalence for all objectsc ∈ Ob(C). The WHE-
axiom says that a weak homotopy equivalencef :X −→ Y of pointed spaces induces
isomorphisms on homology, resp. cohomology. This is not necessarily satisfied forEC

p

andEpC as the following example shows. LetG be a group andC = Or(G, 1). Recall
that a contravariant pointed Or(G, 1)-space is a space with a base point preserving
rightG-action. LetE be the ordinary Eilenberg–MacLane spectrum withπ0(E) = Z,
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considered as a covariant Or(G, 1)-spectrum by the trivialG-action. The projection
p:EG+ −→ {∗}+ is a weak homotopy equivalence of pointed Or(G, 1)-spaces. We
get

EOr(G,1)
q (EG+) = Hq(BG) and EOr(G,1)

q ({∗}+) = Hq({∗}),
whereH∗ is ordinary homology. Obviously these two groups do not coincide in
general.

Our goal is to get unreduced homology and cohomology theories for (unpointed)
C-spaces which satisfy both the disjoint union axiom and the WHE-axiom. To be
more precise, a homology theory means that homotopic maps of pairs ofC-spaces
induce the same maps on the homology groups, that there are long exact sequences
of pairs(X,A), and for a pushout ofC-spaces

X0
i1−−−−−−→ X1

i2
||↓

||↓ j1

X2
j2−−−−−−→ X

the map(j2, i1): (X2, X0) −→ (X,X1) induces an isomorphism on homology pro-
vided that i2:X0 −→ X2 is a cofibration ofC-spaces. If the homology theory
satisfies the WHE-axiom, it suffices to require that for each objectc the map
i2(c):X0(c) −→ X2(c) is a cofibration of spaces. The disjoint union axiom says that
for an arbitrary disjoint union the obvious map from the direct sum of the homology
groups of the various summands to the homology of the disjoint union is an isomor-
phism. (For cohomology the direct sum has to be substituted by the direct product and
the map goes the other way round.) For this purpose we needC-CW -approximations
(Definition 3.6) in order to generalize the usual procedure for spaces toC-spaces (cf.
[38, 7.68]).

DEFINITION 4.3. Let(X,A) be a pair ofC-spaces. Let(u, v): (X′, A′) −→ (X,A)

be aC-CW -approximation. For aC-spectrumE of the opposite variance as(X,A),
define thehomology of(X,A) with coefficients inE by

H C
p (X,A;E) = EC

p(X
′
+, A

′
+)

and

H C
p (X;E) = H C

p (X, ∅;E).
Given aC-spectrumE of the same variance as(X,A), define thecohomology of
(X,A) with coefficients inE by

H
p
C (X,A;E) = EpC (X

′
+, A

′
+)

and

H
p
C (X;E) = Hp

C (X, ∅;E). 2
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The above homology and cohomology are well-defined by the existence and unique-
ness ofC-CW -approximations. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.4, given a map of pairs of
C-spaces(X,A) −→ (Y, B), there is an induced map of theirC-CW -approximations
which is uniquely up to homotopy determined by the property that the following dia-
gram commutes up to homotopy

(X′, A′) −−−−−−→ (X,A)

||↓
||↓

(Y ′, B ′) −−−−−−→ (Y, B)

Thus for a map ofC-pairs, there are corresponding maps of homology and cohomol-
ogy groups. We always have natural maps

H C
p (X,A;E) −→ EC

p(X,A)

and

EpC (X,A) −→ H
p
C (X,A;E).

They are isomorphisms if(X,A) is a freeC-CW -pair, but not in general.

LEMMA 4.4. H C
p (X, A;E) andHp

C (X, A;E) are unreduced homology and coho-
mology theories on pairs ofC-spaces which satisfy the WHE-axiom. The homology
theory satisfies the disjoint union axiom. The cohomology theory satisfies the disjoint
union axiom provided thatE is aC-�-spectrum.

Proof. The first claim follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.4.
The homology theory satisfies the disjoint union axiom for finite disjoint unions.

We get the disjoint union axiom for arbitrary coproducts, if we show that the homolo-
gy theory commutes with arbitrary colimits. This follows from the fact that the functor
− ⊗C E(k) has a right adjoint and commutes therefore with arbitrary colimits and
that two colimits of systems of Abelian groups commute.

To check the disjoint union axiom for the cohomology theory, it suffices to do this
for a disjoint union

∐
i∈I Xi of freeC-CW -complexes. We conclude from Theorem

3.11 for any freeC-CW -complexY that homC(Y,E) is a�-spectrum sinceE is a
C-�-spectrum and hence

πp(homC(Y,E)) = πp+k(homC(Y,E(k))),

providedp + k> 0. Now the claim follows from the adjunction homeomorphism

homC





∐
i∈I
Xi



+
, E(k)


 ∼=−→

∏
i∈I

homC((Xi)+, E(k)). 2

Notice that without the condition thatE is aC-�-spectrum the associated cohomology
theory does not have to satisfy the disjoint union axiom.
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LEMMA 4.5. LetX be aC-space with a filtration

∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ X2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
such thatX = colimn→∞Xn. LetE be aC-spectrum with the opposite, respectively
the same, variance asX.
(1) The natural map

colimn→∞H C
p (Xn;E) −→ H C

p (X;E)
is an isomorphism forp ∈ Z.

(2) LetE be aC-�-spectrum. There is a natural exact sequence
0→ lim1

n→∞H
p−1
C (Xn;E)→ H

p
C (X;E)→ limn→∞Hp

C (Xn;E)→ 0
for all p ∈ Z.

Proof. The proof is exactly as in the case whereC is the trivial category which is
due to Milnor and can be found for instance in [38, 7.53,7.66,7.73] or [43, Theorem
XIII.1.1 on page 604 and Theorem XIII.1.3 on page 605]. 2

Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 imply

LEMMA 4.6. Let E and F be C-spectra andf : E −→ F be a (strong) map ofC-
spectra. It induces a natural transformation

f∗:H C
∗ (X;E) −→ H C

∗ (X;F).
If f is a weak equivalence, thenf∗ is an isomorphism. The analogous statement holds
for cohomology provided thatE andF areC-�-spectra. 2

Any cohomology theory on the category ofCW -complexes satisfying the disjoint
union axiom can be represented by a�-spectrum. This is a consequence of Brown’s
representation theorem and proven for instance in [38, Chapter 9]. The proof goes
through with some obvious modifications also in the case of freeC-CW -complexes.
This does not contradict the remark in [11, 5.8] since in our setting we allow for
freeC-CW -complexes only cells of the type mor(−, c) and the objects ofC form a
set by assumption whereas in [11] all homotopy types of orbits can occur and these
homotopy types do not form a set.

Finally, we remark that a filtration ofX gives a spectral sequence.

THEOREM 4.7.LetX be a contravariantC-space with a filtration

∅ = X−1 ⊂ X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ X2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
such thatX = colimn→∞Xn.

(1) LetE be a covariantC-spectrumE. Then there is a spectral(homology) sequence
Erp,q, d

r
p,q :Erp,q −→ Erp−r,q+r−1 whoseE1-term is given by

E1
p,q = H C

p+q(Xp,Xp−1;E)
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and the first differential is the composition

d1
p,q :E1

p,q = H C
p+q(Xp,Xp−1,E) −→ H C

p+q−1(Xp−1,E)

−→ H C
p+q−1(Xp−1, Xp−2;E) = E1

p−1,q

where the first map is the boundary operator of the pair(Xp,Xp−1) and the
second induced by the inclusion. TheE∞-term is given by

E∞p,q = colimr→∞Erp,q .

This spectral sequence converges toH C
p+q(X;E), i.e. there is an ascending fil-

tration Fp,m−pH C
m(X,E) ofH C

m(X,E) such that

Fp,qH
C
p+q(X,E)/Fp−1,q+1H

C
p+q(X,E) ∼= E∞p,q .

(2) Let E be a contravariantC-�-spectrum. Then there is a spectral (cohomology)
sequenceEp,qr , d

p,q
r :Erp,q −→ Erp+r,q−r+1 whoseE1-term is given by

E
p,q
1 = H

p+q
C (Xp,Xp−1;E)

and the first differential is the composition

d1
p,q :E1

p,q = H
p+q
C (Xp,Xp−1,E) −→ H

p+q
C (Xp,E)

−→ H
p+q+1
C (Xp+1, Xp;E) = E1

p+1,q

where the first map is induced by the inclusion and the second is the boundary
operator of the pair(Xp+1, Xp). TheE∞-term is given by

E∞p,q = lim
r→∞E

r
p,q .

There is a descending filtration Fp,m−p limn→∞Hm
C (Xn;E) of

limn→∞Hm
C (Xn;E) such that there is an exact sequence

0−→ Fp,q lim
n→∞H

p+q
C (Xn;E)/Fp+1,q−1 lim

n→∞H
p+q
C (Xn;E) −→ E

p,q
∞

−→ lim1
m→∞H

p+q
C (Xp+m,Xp;E) −→ lim1

m→∞H
p+q
C (Xp+m,Xp−1;E).

If one of the following conditions is satisfied

(a) The filtration is finite, i.e. there isn> − 1 such thatX = Xn;
(b) The inclusion ofXp intoXp+1 isp-connected forp ∈ Z and there ism ∈ Z

such thatπq(E(C)) vanishes for all objectsc ∈ Ob(C) andq > m;

then the spectral sequence converges toH
p+q
C (X;E), i.e. there is a descending

filtration Fp,m−pHm
C (X,E) ofHm

C (X,E) such that

Fp,qH
p+q
C (X;E)/Fp+1,q−1H

p+q
C (X;E) ∼= Ep,q∞ .
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Proof. Again this is a variation of the case whereC is the trivial category (see
[38, 7.75,15.6 and Remark 3 on page 352]) or [43, Theorem XIII.3.2. on page 614
and Theorem XIII.3.6. on page 616]. 2

Suppose in Theorem 4.7 thatX is a freeC-CW -complex andXn its n-skeleton.
Then theE2-term, respectivelyE2-term, of the spectral sequence in Theorem 4.7
can be identified with

E2
p,q = H C

p (X;H C
q ({∗};E)) = H C

p (X;πq(E)),
respectively

E
p,q
2 = Hp

C (X;Hq
C ({∗};E)) = Hp

C (X;π−q(E)).
One gets the same spectral sequence as in Theorem 4.7 if one takes a dual point

of view. Namely, one does not filterX by its skeleta, but uses a Postnikov decompo-
sition ofE. The Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence [38, 15.7] is a special case of
Theorem 4.7. Quinn’s spectral sequence [32, Theorem 8.7] coincides with Theorem
4.7 when the stratified system of fibrations is given by a group action.

TakingX = EC, filtering by skeleta, and identifying theE2 andE∞-terms, one
gets thehomotopy colimit spectral sequence

Hp(C;πq(E)) H⇒ πp+q(hocolim
C

E)

and thehomotopy limit spectral sequence

Hp(C;π−q(E)) H⇒ π−p−q(holim
C

E)

analogous to those of Bousfield–Kan [4, XII, 5.7 on page 339 and XI, 7.1 on page
309].

5. Assembly Maps and Isomorphism Conjectures

In this section we give three equivalent definitions of assembly maps, each of which
corresponds to a certain point of view. Then we explain the Isomorphism Conjectures
for the three Or(G)-spectra introduced in Section 2. We will define assembly maps
given the following data: a (discrete) groupG, a non–empty family of subgroupsF ,
closed under inclusion and conjugation, and a covariant Or(G)-spectrumE.

5.1. assembly by extension from homogeneous spaces to
G-spaces

Let E be a covariant Or(G)-spectrum. We define an extension ofE to the category
of G-spaces by

E%:G-SPACES−→ SPECTRA X 7→ mapG(−, X)+ ⊗Or(G) E.
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Recall that

mapG(−, X)+ ⊗Or(G) E =
∐
H⊂G

XH+ ∧ E(G/H)/ ∼,

where∼ is the equivalence relation generated by(xφ, y) ∼ (x, φy) for x ∈ XK+ ,
y ∈ E(G/H) andφ:G/H −→ G/K. This construction is functorial inE, i.e. a map
of Or(G)-spectraT: E −→ F induces a map ofG-SPACES-spectraT%: E% −→ F%.

Let E(G,F) be a classifying space ofG with respect to a familyF (see [5] or
[10]), i.e. aG-CW -complex such that theH -fixed point set is contractible ifH ∈ F
and empty otherwise. Such classifying spaces were introduced by tom Dieck [9, 10]
and are unique up toG-homotopy type. We will give another point of view on these
spaces in Section 7. The projection induces a map

E%(pr): E%(E(G,F)) −→ E%(G/G) = E(G/G)

which is calledassembly map. The mapπ∗(E%(pr)) is the(E,F,G)-assembly map
referred to in the introduction. 2

5.2. assembly as homotopy colimit

We first discuss the behavior of homotopy limits under change of category. Consider
a covariant functorF : C −→ D. We introducedF∗X in Definition 1.8. SinceEC is a
freeC-CW -complex, we can apply Theorem 3.4 to the weak homotopy equivalence
of C-spacesF ∗ED −→ {∗}, and get aC-mapEC −→ F ∗ED, which is unique up to
homotopy. It induces a map ofD-spacesf :F∗EC −→ ED by Lemma 1.9. LetX be
a covariantD-space. Then theassembly map

F∗: hocolim
C

F ∗X −→ hocolim
D

X

is given by the composition

EC ⊗C F
∗X g→ F∗EC ⊗D X

f⊗D id−−−−−−−−→ ED ⊗D X

where the mapg is the homeomorphism from Lemma 1.9. This assembly map is
unique up to homotopy. There is also an assembly map if the covariantD-spaceX is
replaced by a covariantD-spectrumE. If one uses the functorial modelsEbarC and
EbarD, there is a functorial construction of the mapEbarC −→ F ∗EbarD and hence
of the assembly map.

Let

I : Or(G,F) −→ Or(G)

be the inclusion functor. Define theassembly map

I∗: hocolim
Or(G,F)

I∗E −→ hocolim
Or(G)

E = E(G/G),
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where the homotopy colimit over the orbit category ofE is E(G/G) because
the orbit category has the terminal objectG/G. This assembly map can be
identified with the assembly map defined earlier by takingEOr(G) = {∗} and
EOr(G,F) = mapG(−, E(G,F)). The (E,F,G)-assembly map is obtained by
applying homotopy groups. 2

5.3. assembly from the homological point of view

Let {∗}F be the Or(G)-space defined by setting{∗}F(G/H) to be a point ifH ∈ F
and to be empty otherwise. Let inc:{∗}F −→ {∗} be the inclusion map of Or(G)-
spaces. It follows from definitions that the(E,F,G)-assembly map can be identified
with the map

H
Or(G)
i (inc):HOr(G)

i ({∗}F ;E) −→ H
Or(G)
i ({∗};E) = πi(E(G/G)). 2

DEFINITION 5.1. The(E,F,G)-Isomorphism Conjecturefor a discrete groupG,
a family of subgroupsF , and a covariant Or(G)-spectrumE is that the(E,F,G)-
assembly map is an isomorphism. For an integeri, the (E,F,G, i)-Isomorphism
Conjecture is that the(E,F,G)-assembly map is an isomorphism in dimensioni.

Of course for an arbitrary(E,F,G), the Isomorphism Conjecture need not be
valid. However, the Isomorphism Conjecture is always true (and therefore pointless!)
whenF is the family of all subgroups. The main problem is givenG andE to find
a small family F for which the Isomorphism Conjecture is true. The properF to
choose for the functorsK , L 〈j 〉, andK top will be discussed later in this section.

The main point of the validity of the(E,F,G)-Isomorphism Conjecture is that
it allows the computation ofπ∗(E(G/G)) from π∗(E(G/H)) for H ∈ F and the
structure of the restricted orbit category Or(G,F). Here are two examples which
were historically important in algebraicK-theory.

EXAMPLE 5.2. LetG be an amalgamated free product ofH1 andH2 along a sub-
groupK. Let F be the smallest family (closed under subgroups and conjugation)
containingH1 andH2. TheE(G,F) can be taken to be a tree, where the isotropy
group of an edge is conjugate toK and the isotropy group of a vertex is conjugate
toH1 orH2. The(E,F,G)-Isomorphism Conjecture and the material in Section 4,
give a long exact Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence

· · · −→ πi(E(G/K)) −→ πi(E(G/H1))⊕ πi(E(G/H2))

−→ πi(E(G/G)) −→ · · · 2

EXAMPLE 5.3. LetG be a semidirect product given by the action of an infinite
cyclic group on a groupK. LetF be the family of all subgroups ofK. ThenE(G,F)
can be taken to be aR , with the isotropy groupK at every point. The(E,F,G)-
Isomorphism Conjecture and the material in Section 4, give a long exact Wang exact
sequence

· · · −→ πi(E(G/K)) −→ πi(E(G/G)) −→ πi−1(E(G/K)) −→ · · · 2
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The following observation both motivates Isomorphism Conjectures and can be
helpful in computation ofH∗(BG) for a generalized homology theoryH and a
discrete groupG.

LEMMA 5.4. LetSbe a fixed spectrum andG be a discrete group. Define anOr(G)-
spectrumE byE(G/H) = (EG×G G/H)+ ∧ S. For any familyF of subgroups of
G, the(E,F,G)-Isomorphism Conjecture is valid.

Proof. Let∇: Or(G) −→ SPACES be the covariant functor∇(G/H) = G/H.
Note that the Or(G)-space∇ has a leftG-action defined by left multiplication of an
elementg onG/H . We have

E%(E(G,F)) = E(G,F)H ⊗Or(G) ((EG×G G/H)+ ∧ S)

= (EG×G (E(G,F)H ⊗Or(G) ∇))+ ∧ S

= (EG×G E(G,F))+ ∧ S
A−→ (EG×G G/G)+ ∧ S

= E%(G/G).

The first, second, and fourth equalities are clear. The third equality holds since one
can identify any leftG-spaceX with the leftG-spaceXH ⊗Or(G) ∇ by Theorem
7.4 (1). The mapA is the assembly mapE%(pr). Since{e} ∈ F , we seeE(G,F) =
E(G,F){e} is contractible, and henceEG ×G E(G,F) −→ EG ×G G/G is a
homotopy equivalence. The Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence then showsA is a
weak homotopy equivalence. 2

Given a contravariant functorE: Or(G) −→ �-SPECTRA, there is a dual assem-
bly map obtained by reversing arrows and replacing⊗Or(G) by homOr(G), hocolimits
by holimits, and homology by cohomology. The analogue of the last lemma remains
valid.

Now we consider the covariant Or(G)-spectra of Section 2. WhenE equals the
algebraicK-theory spectraK alg or the algebraicL-theory spectraL 〈−∞〉 of Section
2 andF is the familyVC of virtually cyclic subgroups ofG, then the Isomorphism
Conjecture is the one of Farrell–Jones [15]. An element ofVC is a subgroup ofG
which in turn has a cyclic subgroup of finite index. Farrell and Jones use Quinn’s
version of the assembly map which can be identified with the one presented here by
the characterization given in Section 6 and the fact that the source of Quinn’s assembly
map is a homology theory on the category ofG-VC-CW -complexes [32, Proposition
8.4 on page 421]. The Isomorphism Conjecture computes the algebraicK-groups,
resp.L〈−∞〉-groups, of the integral group ring ofG in terms of the corresponding
groups for all virtually cyclic subgroups ofG. HereL〈−∞〉 = limj→−∞ L〈j〉. For the
integersZ, L〈j〉(Z) is independent ofj , and conjecturelyL〈j〉(ZG) is independent
of j for any torsion-free groupG. The Isomorphism Conjecture forK alg has been
proven rationally for discrete cocompact subgroups of virtually connected Lie groups
by Farrell and Jones [15]. The(K alg,VC,G, i)-Isomorphism Conjecture for such
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groups withi < 2 also follows from [15]. The Isomorphism Conjecture forL 〈j 〉 has
been proven for crystallographic groups if one inverts 2 by Yamasaki [44]. Notice that
after inverting 2 the spectrumL 〈j 〉 is independent ofj . The Isomorphism Conjecture
for K alg and L 〈−∞〉 together imply the Novikov Conjecture and (for dimensions
greater than 4) the Borel Conjecture. The Borel Conjecture says that two aspherical
closed manifolds with isomorphic fundamental groups are homeomorphic and any
homotopy equivalence between them is homotopic to a homeomorphism. A survey
on these conjectures is given in [16]. Related issues are discussed in [41, Chapter 14].

WhenE equals the topologicalK-theory spectrumK top defined in Section 2 and
F is the familyFIN of finite subgroups ofG, then the Isomorphism Conjecture is
the Baum–Connes Conjecture [3, Conjecture 3.15 on page 254]. The identification
is not obvious and will explained at the end of Section 6. For information about the
Baum–Connes map we refer to [3] or [20].

EXAMPLE 5.5. LetE be a covariant Or(G)-spectrum andF = 1 the trivial fam-
ily. The domain of the(E, 1,G)-assembly map isE%(E(G, 1)) = EG+ ∧G
E(G/1). Now suppose there is a functorJ: GROUPOIDSinj −→ SPECTRA so
thatE(G/H) = J(G/H). Then the morphism of groupoidsG/1 −→ 1/1 gives a
map of spectraE(G/1) −→ E(1/1) which isG-equivariant, whereE(G/1) is given
theG = autOr(G)(G/1)-action andE(1/1) is given the trivialG-action. Now sup-
poseJ has the additional property that given functors of groupoidsFi : G0 −→ G1 for
i = 0, 1 and a natural transformationT :F0 −→ F1, then the maps of spectraJ(F0)

andJ(F1) are homotopic. (See Lemma 2 to see that these hypotheses are valid where
E is K alg, L 〈j 〉, or K top.) SinceG/1 −→ 1/1 is a natural equivalence of groupoids,
the mapE(G/1) −→ E(1/1) is a homotopy equivalence, which is in addition a
G-map. It follows that

E%(E(G/1)) = EG+ ∧G E(G/1) −→ BG+ ∧ E(1/1)

is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Thus the(E, 1,G)-assembly map for the three Or(G)-spectra of Section 2 can

be identified with the ‘classical’ assembly maps

A:Hi(BG;K alg(Z)) −→ Ki(ZG),

A:Hi(BG; L 〈−∞〉(Z)) −→ L
〈−∞〉
i (ZG),

A:Hi(BG;K top(C)) −→ K top
i (C∗r (G)).

The last map has an interpretation in terms of taking the index of elliptic operators. The
Novikov Conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that the middle map is rationally
injective and is implied by the conjecture that the last map is rationally injective,
which is in turn implied by the Baum–Connes conjecture.

It is easy to check that there are finite groupsG for which none of the three assem-
bly maps above is an isomorphism. However, it is conjectured that whenG is torsion-
free, that all three maps are isomorphisms. Indeed, the(K alg,VC,G), (L 〈−∞〉,VC,G),
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and(K top,FIN ,G) Isomorphism Conjectures applied to a torsion free groupG are
equivalent to the conjectures that the maps labeledA are isomorphisms. This is obvi-
ous in the(K top,FIN ,G)-case, and is shown by Farrell-Jones [15, 1.6.1 and Remark
A.11] in the other two cases. 2

6. Characterization of Assembly Maps

In this section we characterize assembly maps by a universal property. This is
useful for identifying different constructions of assembly maps (for example, assem-
bly maps arising controlled topology, or from geometric techniques) and generalizes
work of Weiss and Williams [42] from the case of a trivial group to the case of a
general discrete groupG.

We first review the nonequivariant version. LetE be a spectrum. Then one can
define a functor

E%: SPACES−→ SPECTRA X 7→ X+ ∧ E.

When this functor is restricted to the category ofCW -complexes, it is excisive, in
particularπ∗(E%(−)) is a generalized homology theory.

Now suppose

F: SPACES−→ SPECTRA

is a (weakly) homotopy invariant functor, i.e. it takes (weak) homotopy equivalences
to (weak) homotopy equivalences? . Then Weiss–Williams [42] construct a functor

F%:CW -COMPLEXES−→ SPECTRA

and natural transformations

AF: F% −→ F; BF: F% −→ (F |{∗})%;
which induce a (weak) homotopy equivalence of spectraAF({∗}) and (weak) homo-
topy equivalences of spectraBF(X) for allCW -complexesX. ThusF% is a (weakly)
excisive approximation forF. The mapAF(X) should be thought of as an assembly
map, and whenX = BG andF = K alg(5(X), applying homotopy groups gives the
classicalK-theory assembly map

H∗(X;K alg(Z)) −→ K
alg
∗ (Zπ1X).

We now proceed to give the equivariant version of the above. We associate to a
covariant Or(G,F)-spectrumE an extension

EF
%:G-SPACES−→ SPECTRA X 7→ mapG(−, X)+ ⊗Or(G,F) E.

?The example to be kept in mind isF(X) = K alg(5(X)), the algebraicK-spectrum of the
fundamental groupoid. This functor is homotopy invariant, but is neither excisive as a functor of
X, nor continuous as a functor of topological categories.
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Notice that this construction depends onF . If E is a Or(G)-spectrum, we
have introducedE% already in Section 5. There is a natural transforma-
tion S: (E |Or(G,F))F% −→ E% of G-SPACES-spectra. AG-F-space(G-F-CW -
complex) is aG-space (G-CW -complex) such that the isotropy groupGx of each
pointx ∈ X is contained in the familyF . The mapS(X) is an isomorphism ifX is a
G-F-CW -complex but not in general. For instance forX = G/G andF the trivial
family 1 we get(E |Or(G,F))F%(G/G) = E(G/1)/G andE%(G/G) = E(G/G). We
will omit the superscriptF in EF

% when it is clear from the context. Notice that this
construction is functorial inE, i.e. a map of Or(G,F)-spectraT: E −→ F induces
a map ofG-SPACES-spectraT%: E% −→ F%. Recall that a map (isomorphism) of
spectraf : E −→ F is a collection of maps (homeomorphisms)f (n): E(n) −→ F(n)
which are compatible with the structure maps. An isomorphism ofC-spectra is a map
of C-spectra whose evaluation at each object is an isomorphism of spectra.

LEMMA 6.1. LetE be a covariantOr(G,F)-spectrum. Then:

(1) The canonical mapE%(X) ∪E%(f ) E%(Y ) −→ E%(X ∪f Y ) is an isomorphism,
wheref :A −→ Y is aG-map andA is a closed,G-invariant subset ofX.

(2) The canonical mapcolimn→∞E%(Xn) −→ E%(colimn→∞Xn) is an isomor-
phism, whereX0 −→ X1 −→ X2 −→ · · · is a sequence ofG-cofibrations.

(3) The canonical mapZ+ ∧ E%(X) −→ E%(Z ×X) is an isomorphism, whereZ
is a space andX is aG-space.

(4) The canonical mapE%(G/H) −→ E(G/H) is an isomorphism for allH ∈ F .

Proof. It can be checked directly that theH -fixed point set functor
mapG(G/H,−) commutes with attaching aG-space to aG-space along aG-map
and with colimits ofG-cofibrations indexed by the nonnegative integers. Parts (1)
and (2) follow from the fact that−⊗Or(G,F) E commutes with colimits, since it has
an right adjoint by Lemma 1.5. Parts (3) and (4) follow from the definition ofE%. 2

LEMMA 6.2. LetE be a covariantOr(G,F)-spectrum. Then the extensionE 7→ E%
is uniquely determined on the category ofG-F-CW -complexes up to isomorphism
ofG-F-CW -COMPLEXES-spectra by the properties of Lemma 6.1.

Proof. LetE 7→ E$ be another such extension. There is a (a priori not necessarily
continuous) set-theoretic natural transformation

T(X): E%(X) = X+ ⊗Or(G,F) E −→ E$(X)

which sends an element represented by(x:G/H −→ X, e) ∈ mapG(G/H,X) ×
E(G/H) to E$(x)(e). Since anyG-F-CW -complex is constructed from orbitsG/H
with H ∈ F via products with disks, attaching aG-space to aG-space along a
G-map, and colimits over the nonnegative integers,T(X) is continuous and is an
isomorphism for allG-F-CW -complexesX. 2

Lemma 6.2 is a characterization ofE 7→ E% up to isomorphism. Next we give a
homotopy theoretic characterization.
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A covariant functorE:G-F-CW -COMPLEXES−→ SPECTRA is called (weak-
ly) F-homotopy invariantif it sendsG-homotopy equivalences to (weak) homotopy
equivalences of spectra. The functorE is (weakly) F-excisiveif it has the follow-
ing four properties. First, it is (weakly)F-homotopy invariant. Second,E(∅) is
contractible. Third, it respects homotopy pushouts up to (weak) homotopy equiv-
alence, i.e. if theG-F-CW -complexX is the union ofG-CW -subcomplexesX1
andX2 with intersectionX0, then the canonical map from the homotopy pushout of
E(X2) −→ E(X0)←− E(X2), which is obtained by gluing the mapping cylinders
together alongE(X0), toE(X) is a (weak) homotopy equivalence of spectra. Finally,
E respects countable disjoint unions up to (weak) homotopy, i.e. the natural map
∨i∈IE(Xi) −→ E(

∐
i∈I Xi) is a (weak) homotopy equivalence for all countable

index setsI . The last condition implies that the natural map from the homotopy col-
imit of the systemE(Xn) coming from the skeletal filtration of aG-F-CW -complex
X, i.e. the infinite mapping telescope, toE(X) is a (weak) homotopy equivalence
of spectra. Notice thatE is weaklyF-excisive if and only ifπq(E(X)) defines a
homology theory on the category ofG-F-CW -complexes, satisfying the disjoint
union axiom for countable disjoint unions.

THEOREM 6.3.

(1) SupposeE: Or(G,F) −→ SPECTRAis a covariant functor. ThenE% is F-
excisive.

(2) Let T: E −→ F be a transformation of(weakly) F-excisive functorsE and F
fromG-F-CW -COMPLEXESto SPECTRAso thatT(G/H) is a(weak) homo-
topy equivalence of spectra for allH ∈ F . ThenT(X) is a (weak) homotopy
equivalence of spectra for allG-F-CW -complexesX.

(3) For any(weakly)F-homotopy invariant functorE fromG-F-CW -COMPLEXES
to SPECTRA, there is a (weakly)F-excisive functorE% from G-F-CW -
COMPLEXESto SPECTRAand there are natural transformations

AE: E% −→ E; BE: E% −→ (E |Or(G,F))%;
which induce(weak) homotopy equivalences of spectraAE(G/H) for all
H ∈ F and (weak) homotopy equivalences of spectraBE(X) for all G-F-CW -
complexesX. Given a familyF ′ ⊂ F , E is (weakly) F ′-excisive if and only if
AE(X) is a(weak) homotopy equivalence of spectra for allG-F ′-CW -complexes
X.

Proof. (1) Follows from Lemma 6.1.
(2) Use the fact that a (weak) homotopy colimit of homotopy equivalences of spectra
is again a (weak) homotopy equivalence of spectra.
(3) DefineE%(X) by the spectrum

mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗Or(G,F)×D B
bar?↓Or(G,F)

×D↓??⊗Or(G,F)×D E(−×1.)
where−, resp.., runs over Or(G), resp.D, the subscriptd in mapG(− × 1.,X)d
indicates that we equip this mapping space in contrast to the usual convention with
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the discrete topology andBbar? ↓ Or(G,F) × D ↓?? was introduced at the end
of Section 3. Define the transformationAE(X): E%(X) −→ E(X) by the following
diagram

E(X)

c1
↑||

mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗Or(G,F)×D E(−×1.)
pmapG(−×1.,X)d⊗id

↑||
mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗Or(G,F)×D B

bar?↓Or(G,F)×D↓??⊗Or(G,F)×D E(−×1.)

wherepmapG(−×1.,X)d was introduced in Definition 3.18 and here and in the next
diagramck refers to the canonical map whose definition is obvious from the context.
Define the transformationBE(X): E%(X) −→ (E |Or(G,F))%(X) by the following
diagram

mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗Or(G,F)×D B
bar?↓Or(G,F)×D↓??⊗Or(G,F)×D E(−×1.)

id⊗id⊗E(pr)
||↓

mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗Or(G,F)×D B
bar?↓Or(G,F)×D↓??⊗Or(G,F)×D E(−)

id⊗c2⊗id
||↓∼=

mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗Or(G,F)×D B
bar?↓Or(G,F)↓??× Bbar?↓D↓??⊗Or(G,F)×D E(−)

c3
||↓∼=

(mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗D B
bar?↓D↓??⊗D {∗})⊗Or(G,F) Bbar?↓Or(G,F)↓??⊗Or(G,F) E(−)

(id⊗c4)⊗id⊗id
||↓∼=

(mapG(−×1.,X)d ⊗D B
bar?↓D )⊗Or(G,F) Bbar?↓Or(G,F)↓??⊗Or(G,F) E(−)
(c5⊗id)⊗id⊗id

||↓∼=
(map(1.,mapG(−, X))d ⊗D B

bar?↓D )⊗Or(G,F) Bbar?↓Or(G,F)↓??⊗Or(G,F) E(−)
(id⊗q)⊗id⊗id

||↓
(map(1.,mapG(−, X))d ⊗D 1.)⊗Or(G,F) Bbar?↓Or(G,F)↓??⊗Or(G,F) E(−)

amapG(−,X)⊗id
||↓

mapG(−, X)⊗Or(G,F) E(−)

where the canonical mapq:Bbar?↓D −→ 1? is defined in [4, Example XI.2.6 on
page 293] andamapG(−,X) was introduced in Definition 3.18.

Next we show thatBE(X) is a (weak) homotopy equivalence provid-
ed thatX is a G-F-CW -complex. SinceE is (weakly) F-excisive, the map
E(pr): E(G/H ×1n) −→ E(G/H) is a (weak) homotopy equivalence for allH ∈
F . Hence the first map in the diagram above id⊗ id ⊗ E(pr) is a weak homotopy
equivalence because of Theorem 3.11. The next four maps are all isomorphisms. The
map

id ⊗ q: map(1.,mapG(−, X))d ⊗D B
bar?↓D

−→ map(1.,mapG(−, X))d ⊗D 1.
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is a weak homotopy equivalence of Or(G,F)-spaces [4, XII.3.4 on page 331].
Because of Theorem 3.11 the map

(id ⊗ q)⊗ id: (map(1.,mapG(−, X))d ⊗D B
bar?↓D )

⊗Or(G,F)B
bar?↓Or(G,F)↓??

−→ (
map(1.,mapG(−, X))d ⊗D 1

)⊗Or(G,F) B
bar?↓Or(G,F)↓??

is a weak Or(G,F)-homotopy equivalence of Or(G,F)-spaces. Since the domain
and target are free Or(G,F)-CW -complexes by Lemma 3.19, it is a homotopy equiv-
alence of Or(G)-spaces by Corollary 3.5. Hence the map(id ⊗ q)⊗ id ⊗ id in the
diagram above is a homotopy equivalence.

As we assume thatX is aG-F-CW -complex mapG(−, X) is a Or(G,F)-CW -
complex. SinceamapG(−,X) is a Or(G,F)-CW -approximation by Lemma 3.19 Corol-
lary 3.5 implies that it is a homotopy equivalence of Or(G,F)-CW -complexes.
Hence the last map in the diagram aboveamapG(−,X) ⊗ id is a homotopy equiva-
lence. This shows thatBE(X) is a (weak) homotopy equivalence.

In the caseX = G/H for H ∈ F the composition of the (weak) homotopy
equivalenceBE(G/H) with the canonical isomorphism mapG(−,G/H) ⊗Or(G,F)
E(−) −→ E(G/H) agrees withAE(G/H). HenceAE(G/H) is a (weak) homotopy
equivalence for allG/H with H ∈ F . This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.3.2

The mapAE is called anassembly map forE.

EXAMPLE 6.4. For a topological spaceX, thefundamental groupoid5(X) is the
category whose objects are points inX and whose morphism set mor5(X)(x, y) is
given by equivalence classes of paths fromx to y, where the equivalence relation is
homotopy rel{0, 1}. A map of spaces gives a map of fundamental groupoids. A homo-
topy equivalence of spaces gives a natural equivalence of fundamental groupoids.
If X is path-connected andx0 ∈ X, then the inclusion of the fundamental group
π1(X, x0) −→ 5(X) is a natural equivalence of groupoids.

Let K alg: GROUPOIDS−→ SPECTRA be the functor from Section 2. By Lem-
ma 2,K alg has the property that a natural equivalence of groupoids gives a homotopy
equivalence of spectra.

One can define a homotopy invariant functorE:CW -COMPLEXES −→
SPECTRA byE(X) = K alg(5(X)). We apply Theorem 6.3 in the case where
G is the trivial group (note that forG = 1, Theorem 6.3 is due to Weiss–Williams
[42]). The mapBE gives a homotopy equivalence fromE%(X) to X+ ∧ K alg(Z),

whereK alg(Z) is the algebraicK-spectrum of the ringZ. After one applies thenth
homotopy group to the assembly map

AE: E%(X) −→ E(X)

one obtains the algebraicK -theory assembly map

A:Hn(X;K alg(Z)) −→ K
alg
n (Zπ1X).
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Next consider a discrete groupG and a family of subgroupsF . One can then
define anF-homotopy invariant functor

E:G-CW -COMPLEXES−→ SPECTRA

by settingE(X) = K alg(5(EG×G X)). If X is simply-connected, there is a natural
equivalence of groupoids

G = Or(G, 1) −→ 5(EG×G X).
Using this identification, we have a fourth point of view on the(K alg,F,G)-assembly
map, namely it is

π∗(AE(E(G,F))):π∗(E%(E(G,F))) −→ π∗(E(E(G,F))).

The case of algebraicL-theory is analogous. For a map of spacesX −→ Y , the
map of groupoids5(X) −→ 5(Y) need not be a morphism in GROUPOIDSinj .
However, all relevant maps in the definition ofAE andBE have this property, so that
the analogous point of view holds also for the topologicalK-theory ofC∗-algebras.2

Next we give for a covariant Or(G)-spectrum E an equivalent defini-
tion of E% which is closer to the construction in [42]. Let simpG(X) be
the category having as morphisms pairs(G/H × [n], σ ) which consists of
an objectG/H × [n] in Or(G,F)× D and aG-map σ :G/H ×1n −→ X.
A morphism from (G/H × [n], σ ) to (G/K × [m], τ ) is a morphism
f × u:G/H × [n] −→ G/K × [m] in Or(G,F)× D such that the composition of
the induced mapG/H ×1n −→ G/K ×1m with τ is σ . This is the equivariant
version of the construction in [35, Appendix A] applied to the simplicial setS.X

associated to a spaceX. We get a covariant functorE(−×1.) from simpG(X) to
SPECTRA by(G/K × [m], σ ) 7→ E(G/K ×1m). We briefly indicate how one can
identify

E%(X) = hocolim
simpG(X)

E(−×1.).

Let P : simpG(X) −→ Or(G)× D be the obvious forgetful functor. It suffices to
construct a natural isomorphism of Or(G)× D-spaces

Bbar?↓simpG(X) ⊗simpG(X) morOr(G)×D(??, P (?))

−→ mapG(−×1.,X)⊗Or(G)×D B
bar??↓Or(G)× D↓ −× . .

It will be implemented by the following natural bijection of simplicial sets for a given
objectG/K × [m] in Or(G)× D wherep runs over 0, 1, 2, . . .

Np ?↓simpG(X) ⊗simpG(X) morOr(G)×D(G/K × [m], P (?)) −→
mapG(−×1.,X)⊗Or(G)×D Np G/K × [m]↓Or(G)× D↓ −× . .
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An element in the source is represented for ?= (G/H × [n], σ ) by the pair

((G/H × [n], σ ) −→ (G/H0× [n0], σ0) −→ · · · −→ (G/Hp × [np], σp))

×(G/K × [m] −→ G/H × [n]).

It is sent to the element in the target represented by

(σp:G/Hp ×1np −→ X)×
× (G/K × [m] −→ G/H × [n] −→ G/H0× [n0] −→ · · · −→ G/Hp × [np]).

This is indeed a bijection sinceG/H0× [n0] −→ · · · −→ G/Hp × [np] and σp
determineσ0, . . ., σp−1.

Next we explain why Theorem 6.3 characterizes the assembly map in the sense
that AE: E% −→ E is the universal approximation from the left by a (weakly)F-
excisive functor of a (weakly)F-homotopy invariant functorE from G-F-CW -
COMPLEXES to SPECTRA. The argument is the same as in [42, page 336]. Namely,
let T: F −→ E be a transformation of functors fromG-F-CW -COMPLEXES to
SPECTRA such thatF is (weakly)F-excisive andT(G/H) is a (weak) homotopy
equivalence for allH ∈ F . Then for anyG-F-CW -complexX the following diagram
commutes:

F%(X)
AF(X)−−−−−−→ F(X)

T%(X)
||↓

||↓ T(X)

E%(X)
AE(X)−−−−−−→ E(X)

andAF(X) andT%(X) are (weak) homotopy equivalences. Hence one may say that
T(X) factorizes overAE(X).

One may be tempted to define a natural transformationS: E% −→ E as indicated
in the proof of Lemma 6.2. ThenS(X) is a well-defined bijection of sets but is not
necessarily continuous because we do not want to assume thatE is continuous, i.e.
that the induced map from homC(X, Y ) to homC(E(X),E(Y )) is continuous for all
G-F-CW -complexesX andY . The construction above uses the (weak)F-homotopy
invariance ofE instead.

Finally we say how one can identify the Baum–Connes-map of [3] with the map
induced on homotopy groups by the assembly map

(K top)%(E(G,FIN )) −→ (K top)%(G/G).

This problem has been considered by many people including Baum, Bloch, Carlsson,
Comezana, Higson, Pedersen, Roe, and Stolz. Our characterization of the assembly
map allows the proof of this identification for all possible models ofK top if it has
been done for one model. We shall use the following construction due to Carlssonet
al. [6].
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There is a functorP from the category ofG-spaces to the category of spectra with
G-action and strong maps as morphisms such that the functor

Q:G-CW -COMPLEXES−→ SPECTRA

obtained fromP by taking theG-fixed point set ofG-spectra has the following
properties.

(1) There are identifications of the homotopy groups ofQ(E(G,FIN )) with the
source of the Baum–Connes map and ofQ(G/G) with the target of the Baum–
Connes map such that the Baum–Connes map itself agrees with the map induced
by the projectionQ(E(G,FIN )) −→ Q(G/G).

(2) There is a weak equivalence of Or(G)-spectra
U: K top −→ Q|Or(G).

(3) Q is weaklyFIN -excisive.

Then we obtain from Theorem 6.3 forF the family of all subgroups andF ′ =
FIN a commutative diagram of spectra whose vertical maps are all weak homotopy
equivalences.

(K top)%(E(G,FIN ))−−−−−−−−−→(K top)%(G/G)

U%(E(G,FIN ))
||↓ U%(G/G)

||↓
(Q|Or(G))%(E(G,FIN ))−−−−−−→ (Q|Or(G))%(G/G)

BQ(E(G,FIN ))
↑|| BQ(G/G)

↑||
Q%(E(G,FIN )) −−−−−−−−−−→ Q%(G/G)

AQ(E(G,FIN ))
||↓ AQ(G/G)

||↓
Q(E(G,FIN ))−−−−−−−−−−−−→Q(G/G)

Hence the map induced on homotopy groups by the top horizontal arrow is the
Baum–Connes map.

7. G-Spaces and Or(G)-spaces

In this section we discuss the orbit category in more detail, and give a correspondence
betweenG-spaces with isotropy inF and Or(G,F)-spaces. This in turn will give
a correspondence between classifying spaces ofG with respect toF and models of
EOr(G,F) and will thereby give a source of natural examples. As usual, letG be a
discrete group andF a nonempty family of subgroups closed under conjugation and
inclusion. AG-spaceX is aG-F-spaceif the isotropy subgroup of each point inX
is contained inF . Let Or(G,F) be the restricted orbit category whose objects are
G/H for H ∈ F and whose morphisms areG-maps.

Next we explain how one gets fromG-F-spaces to Or(G,F)-spaces andvice
versa. We will get a correspondence up to homeomorphism, not only up to homotopy
(cf. [11, Theorem 3.11], [13, 30]).
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DEFINITION 7.1. Given a leftG-spaceY , define theassociated contravariant
Or(G,F)-spacemapG(−, Y ) by

Or(G,F) −→ SPACES G/H 7→ mapG(G/H, Y ) = YH .
Let ∇ be the covariant Or(G,F)-space given by sendingG/H to itself. Given a
contravariant Or(G,F)-spaceX define theassociated leftG-F-spaceX̂ by

X̂ = X ⊗Or(G,F) ∇.
The left action of an elementg ∈ G is given by id⊗Or(G,F) Lg whereLg:G/H −→
G/H is the map of covariant Or(G,F)-spaces given by left multiplication withg.

2

The notation for the functor∇ is intended to be reminiscent of the cosimplicial
space1. from Example 1.7.

LEMMA 7.2. The functors in Definition 7.1 are adjoint, i.e. for a contravariant
Or(G,F)-spaceX and a leftG-spaceY there is a natural homeomorphism

T (X, Y ): mapG(X̂, Y ) −→ homOr(G,F)(X,mapG(−, Y )).

Proof. If we neglect theG-action onY , we get from Lemma 1.5 a natural home-
omorphism

map(X̂, Y ) −→ homOr(G,F)(X,map(−, Y )).
Using the transformationsLg and theG-action onY one defines appropriateG-
actions on the source and target of this map and checks that this map isG-
equivariant. Hence it induces a homeomorphism on theG-fixed point set which
is justT (X, Y ). Of course one can define for instanceT (X, Y )−1 explicitly. Given
f :X −→ mapG(−, Y )we defineT (X, Y )−1(f ) by specifying for eachG/H a map
X(G/H)×G/H −→ Y . It sends(x, gH) to the value off (G/H)(x) atgH . 2

LEMMA 7.3. The map

f :X(G/1) −→ X̂ x 7→ [x, 1]

is aG-homeomorphism.
Proof. The inversef−1: X̂ −→ X(G/1) assigns to an element represented by

(x, gH) the elementX(qgH )(x) whereqgH :G/1−→ G/H sendsg′ to g′gH . 2

Let X be a contravariant Or(G,F)-space. Obviously the projection
pr:G/1−→ G/H induces a mapX(pr) : X(G/H) −→ X(G/1)H . Now one easily
checks using Lemma 7.3 above the following:
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THEOREM 7.4.

(1) Given a leftG-F-spaceY , the adjoint of the identity onmapG(−, Y ) under the
adjunction of Lemma 7.2 is a naturalG-homeomorphism

T (Y ): ̂mapG(−, Y ) −→ Y.

It is induced by the map∐
H∈F

mapG(G/H, Y )×G/H −→ Y, (φ, gH) 7→ φ(gH).

(2) Given a contravariantOr(G,F)-spaceX, the adjoint of the identity on̂X under
the adjunction of Lemma 7.2 is a natural map ofOr(G,F)-spaces

S(X):X −→ mapG(−, X̂).
Given H ∈ F , the map S(X)(G/H) maps the elementx ∈ X(G/H)
to the element in mapG(G/H, X̂) =

(
X ⊗Or(G,F) ∇

)H represented by
(x, eH) ∈ X(G/H)×G/H . It is an isomorphism ofOr(G,F)-spaces if and
only if for eachH ∈ F the projectionpr:G/1−→ G/H induces a homeomor-
phismX(pr):X(G/H) −→ X(G/1)H . This condition is satisfied ifX is a free
Or(G,F)-CW -complex.

(3) If Y is left G-F-CW -complex, thenmapG(−, Y ) is a free Or(G,F)-CW -
complex. There is a bijective correspondence between theG-cells inY of type
G/H and theOr(G,F)-cells in mapG(−, Y ) based at the objectG/H . The
analogous statement holds for a freeOr(G,F)-CW -complexX andX̂. 2

The bar resolution is a natural construction, however, it is a ‘very big’ model.
Models with a fewer number of cells can be very convenient for concrete calculations
and arise often as follows.

DEFINITION 7.5. LetG be a group andF be a family of subgroups. Aclassifying
spaceE(G,F) ofG with respect toF is a leftG-CW -complex such thatE(G,F)H
is contractible forH ∈ F and empty otherwise. 2

The existence ofE(G,F) and proofs that for anyG-F-CW -complexX there
is precisely oneG-map up toG-homotopy fromX to E(G,F) and thus that two
such classifying spaces areG-homotopy equivalent, is given in [9],[10, I.6]. Another
construction and proof of the results above come from Theorem 3.4 and the following
result which is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.4.

LEMMA 7.6. LetG be a group andF be a family of subgroups.

(1) If E(G,F) is a classifying space ofG with respect toF , then the associated
contravariantOr(G,F)-space

mapG(−, E(G,F))
is a model forEOr(G,F);
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(2) Given a modelEOr(G,F), then theG-space ̂EOr(G,F) is a classifying space
ofG with respect toF . 2

EXAMPLE 7.7. Sometimes geometry yields small examples of classifying spaces
and resolutions. We have already mentioned this in the case whereG is a crystal-
lographic group. Generalizing this, letG be a discrete subgroup of a Lie groupL
with a finite number of components. IfK is a maximal compact subgroup ofL,
thenL/K is homeomorphic toRn andL/K can be taken as a model forE(G,FIN ),
whereFIN is the family of finite subgroups. Generalizing further, letG be a group of
finite virtual cohomological dimension. Then there is finite-dimensional classifying
spaceE(G,FIN ) (see [36, Proposition 12]) and hence a finite-dimensional model
for EOr(G,FIN ). Many examples of such groups are discussed by Serre in [36].
More examples of nice geometric models forE(G,FIN ) can be found in [3, Section
2]. 2
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